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Prof among
Who's Who

Senate hears Maffett;
Talks of city problems
The Student. Senate met last Tuesday
night for the first time in two weeks, after
having to call off meetings because of a
lack of quorum
Richmond Mayor Wallace G. Maffet
was on hand at the meeting to address
the Senate after being invited to speak
earlier this semester by the body.
In his address, Mayor Maffett told the
Senate that Richmond is "your city.
You're citizens of Richmond." Maffett
also said that the students were afforded
the rights of citizens of the city.
He also praised Eastern ,s students,
faculty, administrators and employees
as the "greates asset the city of Richmond has." He also siad that were you to
"take Eastern out of Richmond, we'end
up like Lancaster or Paint Lick or
something like that."
Steve Slade, Student Association
president, asked the Mayor about the
arrest procedures in the city Police
Department, because a number of
Eastern students had recently been
arrested and allegedly not given their
rights by the police at the time of the
arrest.
Maffett replied that he believed that a
"well-trained policeman is courteous and
compassionate in
administering
justice" while a.n'ignorant policeman
shows nothing but authority."
When Slade said that he felt that some
of Richmond's policemen were not
qualified, Maffett replied that the city
was "sitting under the roof of the finest
law enforcement school in the
nation,"yet he also felt that some of the
policemen were not qualified.
He told Slade that he had proposed the
police incentive pay plan before the City
Commission, but the idea had been
rejected. The plan is one which raises
the pay of a policemen for attending
classes that would make him more
qualified for his position.
Bob Burdge, Chairman of the Election
Committee and a Student Senator from
the College of Arts and Sciences, asked
the Mayor if the City Commission has the
power to fire the police chief, to which
Maffett replied that they had, but that
charges must be preferred. Maffett also
said that they could fire the police chief
only if "you had a Commission to back up
the charges."
When asked if he would like to see the
present police chief removed from office,
he said, "yessir, the present one, yessir.
I'm talking about Mr. William Ferguson,
the acting chief of police." Maffett added
after his address that he felt Ferguson
was not qualified for the position. He
said that he had recommended to the

Dr. Ann Uhlir, chairman of the
Department of Physical Education far
Women, has been named to the World
Who's Who of Women. The news of her
being named came from Cambridge,
England, which is where the book |e
published.
Dr. Uhlier said that she received her
diploma from the publication only a few
weeks ago, although the award was dated
in July. The inscription on the certificated reads "For distinguished
achievement" and names her as "the
subject for commendation."
A native of
Indiana, Dr. Uhlir came
to Eastern in 1965 from the State
University of New York, Brockport,
where she was an associate professor of
physical education.
She received her doctorate in
education from Teachers College,
Columbia University, New York, N.Y.M
the B. S. from Ball. State University,
Muncie, Ind., and the master's from
Columbia. She is immediate past
president nf the KentuckyAssociation
for Health, Physical Education and
Recreation.

Commision the appointment of Phillip
Cuzick as police chief, but that the idea
had not been considered.
Maffett also had strong views on the
Sunday closing law, a local option which
allows the community to decide whether
stores will remain open on
Sunday.
When asked if he thought any action
would be taken on the law, he replied,
"with the present commission you have,
I see no action to be taken."
Other business during the two-hour
meeting included the election of David
Stratton as the pro-tem of the Senate and
reports from committee chairmen about
the progress of their committess.

Scholarships
available for
high schoolers
Opportunities for high school seniors,
both men and women, in the Kentucky
area to win four-year Army ROTC
college scholarships at more than 280
colleges and universities have been
announced by Colonel Wolfred K. White,
professor of military science at Eastern
More than 1,000 Army ROTC
scholarships will be awarded this year.
In addition to providing full tuition and
funds for textbooks and laboratory fees,
the Army ROTC scholarships pay a
monthly subsistence allowance of $100.
Upon graduation from college, the
ROTC scholarship winner is commissioned a second lieutenant in the U.S.
Army and is expected to serve on active
duty for four years.
"The scholarship student is not only
receiving a free education but he is also
enhancing his future by undertaking
ROTC leadership instruction. This is
something that is in demand by both
military and civilian enterprise,"
Colonel White said.
He said the application period for
scholarships is now through December
31. Applications may be obtained by
writing, before December 1, to Army
ROTC Scholarships, PO Box 12703,
Philadelphia, Pa., 19134.
Selection of scholarship winners is
based upon the results of the student's
American College Testing Program
(ACT) or Scholastic Aptitude Test
(SAT), his or her high school academic
record, participation in athletic and
(Continued On Page Eight)
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Persons named to the World Who's.
Who of Women represent women of
virtually every nation in the world. Dr.
Uhlir said she was very surprised when
she learned of her appointment. She said
that women are named to the book
through nomination only, and she added
that she had no idea who placed her name
in nomination.
Dr. Uhlir is the author of several articles in major physicial education
publications, and has participated In.
workshops in other states as instn&tar
and counselor. Activities in her career
have taken her ail across the dUMd
States as well as
Canada, Australia,
Spain, Italy, Greece andotherparts of the
world. Dr. Uhlir spent last summer
traveling in Central Europe)

S-m-a-c-k-!
Mona Waits, Homecoming Queen 1973, receives the
traditional kiss from Eastern President Robert R. Martin
after being crowned before the game last Saturday. Miss

Waits, a sophomore from LaGrange, was selected by judges
from 15 finalists. The day wasn't all bright, though, as
Eastern lost to a highly rated Western team, 35-0.

When asked whether she considered
herself a women's libbist, Dr. Uhlir said
that she wasn't exactly sure what a
women's libbist was. She said that she
felt
that women
were
being
discriminated against in many sports,
but that a line has to be drawn in defining
the limits of co-athletic competion.
Dr. Uhlir holds membership in many
state, regional and national physical
education associations. Her name is also
listed in such world and
nationals
publications as Dictionary of International Biography, Personalities of the
South and Register of Prominent
Americans.

Henry "Scoop" Jackson

Present age 'exciting' time to live
BY MIKE LYNCH
Staff Writer
Senator Henry M. "Scoop" Jackson. DWash.. told a cheering and applauding
audience in Brock Auditorium last
Thursday night that the biggest single
issue now facing the nation is the
economy.
In his speech on "America in Transition and Change." the Senator said that
the present age is one of confusion, revolt
and difficulty, but that it is "not a period
of despair, but an exciting time to live
in."
•I think America has the genius and
know-how to...have economic greatness
and environmental quality."' said
Jackson, who is the author of the
National Environmental Policy Act.
He called for better planning for the
future, conservation and identification of
the needed areas of national development "I happen to feel we can do better.
We've made a mess of it." he said. He
added that he wants to utilize the nation's
universities in the job of better national
planning.
. Senate." i»"^-^r <*&o wa* a contender
foi the 1972 Democratic presidential
nomination, said that he had that day
ialroduced into the Senate a $20 billion,
ten-year* '^nassive research and
development program" akin to the
Manhattan Projec*t"or the space
program Its goal, he said, is to make
America independent in the area of
energy.
Some of its areas of emphasis are the

conversion of coal into natural gas and
petroleum in an "environmentally acceptable" fashion, the exploitation of
geothermal power sources and the exploration of other sources of energy like
the sun. He said that other steps, like
reduction of auto speed and measures
relating to heating could save 3.3 million
barrels of oil a day.
He said that by becoming selfsufficient in energy matters, especially
with regards to oil. the U.S. will tell the
Arab world that an "oil blackmail" will
not force the U.S. to change its foreign
policy.
In response to a question, he criticized
the Nixon administration for waiting to
send more military supplies to Israel
until the Russian airlift to the Arabs was
confirmed. He said that Israel can
defend itself adequately if the U.S. will
provide (he needed material fast enough.
He also said the doubts that Russia will
committroops to the Middle-East
because the USSR has "bigger fish to
fry" with its nearer rival. The People's
Republic of China.
^ However, in response to another
rtfr,v£ton~, he said that he fears that more
Russian advisors may be sent to Syria or
that Russian
Naval Infantry
i the equivalent of U.S. Marines) might
be deployed in the area under the guise of
protectors of the Russian advisors to the
Arabs
The Senator, who is chairman of the
Armed
Services
Subcommittee
monitoring the Strategic Arms
Limitation Talks between the two

superpowers, said he favors disarmament and a weapons cutback, not just
a limitation of strategic arms among the
U.S. and USSR.
He said that he seeks a "real peace.
Something more than just a commercial
detente." He criticized the Russian
wheat deal as "the great grain robbery."
He said he wishes a few of "the confused
people of America" would listen to the
voices of men like Russian physicist
Andrei Sakharov and novelist Alexander
Solzhenitsyn who say there can be no
detente without more openness, trust and
a flow of ideas, people and commerce
across borders.
On other issues. Sen. Jackson said the
strip-mine bill now before the House is a
tough one. But he warned that the nation
will destroy its land without sensible
reclamation. He added, "If you can't
reclaim it. you can't strip it."
He called the nation's reaction to the
resignation of Spiro Agnew from the vicepresidency one of "shockand dismay."'
He expects Gerald Ford to be confirmed
as Vice-President "without much
trouble." OnpieroaR—rf ±"**'?;-rss«e,.
tapes, he said. "The court system is at
stake here." He added that there is "no
question" in his mind that he would favor
impeachment of President Nixon if the'
President refused to obey the final
decision of the courts. However, he said
the believes the President will comply if
ordered to turn over the tapes.
Senator Jackson appeared here in
conjunction with the Garvice Kincaid
Lecture Series.
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.senator Henry "Scoop" Jackson, a Democrat from
Washington, gestures during his address to a cheering.

applauding audience last Thursday night. Senator Jackson
appeared at Eastern through the coutresy of the Garvice
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Watergate—the Middle East

The situation needs a lot of serious thinking
Many things have happened
during the past few weeks, both
nationally and internationally,
and it is almost impossible to
keep up the situations, or, to tell
who is fight or wrong, telling the
truth or lying.
Nationally, the United States is
in a turmoil and one can hear
cries ■ of impeachment in
Congress and in the average
household. The events of the

'».

President Nixon has said for
three months that he would not
give up the Watergate tapes to
the courts. And yet, after the
firing of special Watergate
prosecutor Archibald Cox, and
the protest resignations of
Attorney
General
Elliott
Richardson, and his deputy,

Dear Editor
Eastern's Centennial Homecoming is
low history
And only through the
dedicated efforts of many individuals
was Homecoming '73 made successful. 1
would like to take this opportunity to
thank all those who contributed in any
way, However great or small.
I
especially want to say thanks to the
members of the Homecoming Committee
who have so generously given of their
time and efforts to make this occasion a
reality'.'
It has been a tremendous pleasure
working with the Faculty Chairman of
the Homecoming Committee, Mr. J W
Thurman and his staff in the Office of
Alumni Affairs. Also, a special note of
thanks goes to the Office of Student'
Activities for their concentrated efforts
in helping with nearly every facet of
Home^brnlnK;73 Once again, I wish to
express my appreciation to that endless
list ol, organizations and individuals
withqut. whom Homecoming could not
have happened
Sincerely
Scot Neal
Student' Chairman
Homecoming Committe

m

Interdorm unjust
Dear Editor
The Women's Interdorm Board's
criticism of Homecoming is an injustice
to the many students and University
personnel who helped put the endless
details together.
Their contention that notice of
deadlines for queen candidates and
decorations was only given one week
ahead of time, is groundless. A notice of
Ihe deadlines was carried in the September 13 issue of the Progress (and all
subsequent issues), more than three
weejts before the applications were due
in iff. Daugherty*s office. The deadline
wavSeptember 28.
T^eir request that "a notice
sent to
thejpresidents of organizations along
wiuV Ihe necessary forms." likewise
sn\jws a lack of knowledge.
Mr.
Daugherty does not have addresses for
all organizations although he does try to
rear)) as many as possible.

Organizations should make the
decisions during their early meetings
each year, appoint someone to read the
Progrss or FYI, and make sure deadlines
are met. It is not the Homecoming
Committee's responsibility to keep
reminding organizations of the
deadlines. Once a week for three weeks
before a deadline should be enough.
However, experience shows that no
matter what notification is given, 90 per
cent of all applications come in on the
last day.
Ron Wolfe
Homecoming Committee

Column in poor taste
Dear Editor
I am writing in regard to Managing
Editor for Production, Ken Gullete.s
column, Surely You Jest In last Thursday ,s Progress. The Richmond F4r
Department is state trained by law and is
entirely competent. I know, because I
was a fireman in New York state for
three years before coming down here. I
also spent eight hours along side of them
last Sunday with many other concerned
and involved Eastern students helping to
contain one of the worst disasters that
ever occurred in Richmond.
The
monetary loss from this terrible fire is
monumental and certainly no jest. As a
secondary note, I thought that Ken
showed very poor taste in mocking a man
who has given more and done more to put
Eastern on the map than any of its other
leaders, on Homecoming weekend I am
speaking, of course, about our current
president, Robert R. Martin, one of the
most capable administrators that I have
ever seen. I think that Ken owes him and
the Richmond Fire Department a public
apology in this paper, for his slanderous
attack. Thank you.
Bart Johnson
Dupree Hall

Criticizes fans
Dear Editor:
Everyone wants to be a winner.
Especially when it's Homecoming and
your opponent happens to be arch-rival
Western. Everyone will agree that there
were pie-game pressures and excitment
affecting the state of mind held by most
of the 20 thousand spectators attending

ACTIVITY
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William D. Ruckelshaus, facing
a possible contempt of court
charge from U.S. District judge
John Sirica, he gave in, and
turned over the tapes.
Not too long ago, one heard
Agnew swearing his innocence
and saying that he would not
resign from office. And yet, he
too, gave in and resigned with a
no contest plea. I don't know if
he was guilty, only the court can
decide that. And I can't yet

The readers' views

Thanks to helpers

s—

last few months seem to be at the
root of it all: Watergate and its
consequences.

MAV 66

last Saturday's game. It was the big
game. Eveiyone was expecting great
things to happen. There was even a
mystic of the moment that predetermined the outcome and all of us expected
Eastern was to be a winner—even though
most of us knew better.
Pherhaps it was because of the mystic
that some of us forgot that real young
men were down on the field. Men who
wanted, more than anything, to win that
game for Eastern. Those of us up and
away from the pain and pressure seemed
unable to accept the fact that Western
was a superior football team. We only
thought that coaches and players alike
should perform with flawless skill and
that human frailty was reserved for
others and not us. Perhaps it was for
these reasons that some of the fans expressed their displeasure at the turn of
events by booing both coaches and
players. It was forgotten that the men on
the field were doing what courage, talent,
skill, and experience told them to do. We
felt that we, sitting up there, were better
able to judge what should be done on the
Held than the coaches and players
trained and prepared over the years did
on that long afternoon.
It seems a sname that winning has
become so important to us that we forget
that the coaches and players are people
just as we are and that they would win if
it was in their power to do so! We think
that we can show our displeasure with
the players by booing when we all know
that the anguish and frustration within
those people is far greater than any we,
even in our most selfish state, could ever^
feel. All we are doing at times such as
this is destroying the one thing the player
or coach should always be able to depend
upon—the support and understanding of
friends up there in the stands!
There were many things which the fans
in the stands could have been cheering
for as strongly at the close of the game as
they did at the beginning. One very
visible thing was the fact that Eastern's
team never quit even though the play was
dominated by a superior team. They
were hitting just as hard at the end as
they were at the beginning of the game.
This sort of courage against the odds
which they faced is always worth applauding. If anyone doubts the fact that
this courage is not necesary then let him
get out there between the white lines and
find out for himself.
Richard Deane
Joseph Howard
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decide whether Nixon was right
or wrong in trying to withhold
the tapes. That will take a lot of
serious thinking about the implications the release of those
tapes could have and about the
implications the withholding of
the tapes would have caused.
Either way, both the Agnew
and Nixon
actions are
bewildering to a country which
seems to be coming apart at the
seams in' some ways. The cries
of impeachment, or the "blow
for impeachment" signs being
flashed at motorists in
Washington definitely mean that
some this country's people are
dissatisfied with the way it is
being run.
Taken all in all, it is difficult
for the people of the United
States to believe anything a top
official says anymore without
wondering if he will not do
something exactly opposite next
week. It's something to really
think about.
Internationally, it seems that
the world is no better off than we
are. The Arabs and the Israelis
are at it again and the United
States is in the ring, too, or so it
seems. What else can you think
when arms from this country
are being used in the war which
is occuring in the Middle East.
Andyetjwhen
y<>u- - think
about it, what
could" the
United States do, but send
weapons when Russia is
providing them for the other
side. That would have been like
standing by and watching a
massacre. The Russians were
apparently faced with the same
decision.
Israeli and Arab ^Students on
this campus as well as
everywhere else are ready to
leave for the Middle East to
fight. Each side is blaming the
other for the collapse of the
cease fires that have been attempted by the United Nations,
but who really knows who
started it, who broke the truce or
who will end the war.
These things will probably
never be solved to the
satisfaction of everyone, just as
the Watergate, Nixon and Agnew
affairs will never be really
decided. The only thing you can
do is sit and think about it for a
while and come up with your own
decision. But, in something as
complicated as these, as with the
Vietnam war, you may be
thinking a long time.
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BY KEN GULLETTE
Man. Ed. Production

News Flash-Last week an
Eastern student charged that the
Progress column, Surely You
Jest, was in bad taste. After
eating several copies of the
column, the Bored of Regents
concluded that Surely You Jest is
indeed in bad taste, unless eaten
with mustard.
General Ruben of the Israeli
Army was in the midst of
planning a battle when a
subordinate interrupted him.
"Uhh, General, when you are
through in the restroom, could I
have a word with you?"
"Who is it?"
"Captain Goldstein, sir."
"Goldstein.... Goldstein... Are
you sure you're Jewish?"
"Yes, sir."
"Very well, then," said the
General upon emerging from the
John. "What is it?"
"The Americans have called a
cease-fire."
"What?"
"A cease-fire!"
"They can't do that to us! We
haven't taken over Syria yet!"
"But General," the Captain
said, "an American statesman is
coming to see you."
"Where is he?" the General
fumed.
"Here I am," an American
grinned as he entered the
General's office. "I'm Henry
Kissinher."
"I am General Ruben."
. "How is the war going,
General?"
"We are bombing them from
the skies, attacking them on the
ground, maiming, torturing, and
killing them from all sides!"
"That's fine General, but do
you have any women around
here?"
"No. We sent all the women to
the front."
"Ah, the benefits of the New
Army."
"Please, Mr. Kissinher, let us
get down to business."
"Alright," Henry said. "Is it
true that Egypt and Syria attacked you first?"
"Yes, that is true."
"But why?"
"It was over some measly land
we captured in '67."
.."But»I -z^.V A^'" '^erstand
why the war started in the first
place."
"Oh, what does it matter, asl
long as there is war?'
"You have a point."
,
The General sat down at his
desk.
"Please tell me why your

country has called a cease-fire,,
Mr. Kissinher."
"It is merely a ploy, General.
We got the Russians to stop
Egypt so we would have more
time to send you equipment." <JU
"You mean tanks, planes, and
guns?"
"No, I mean cars, trucks, andion
jeeps. We need gas and oil in
America and the Arabs have it!
Now what we propose is that
when the fighting starts again, :
you take the cars in to newly
captured land, fill 'em up, and
drive them back!"
"Then you take the cars back^,
to America, right?'' the General
was jubilant.
"Right," said Kissinher.
"Mr. Kissinher, I think this it^r
the beginning of a beautiful
relationship."
P.S.—In my first Surely Y(tfW
Jest last year I set forth an
editorial policy which said the
main purpose behind this column
is to provide humor through
satire.
But there are some
people without a sense of humor
who still wish to take offense and
interpret Surely You Jest as if it
is a serious column. I can only
ask these people to stop reading
the column. It is not aimed to.
please them, for nothing can.
Remember this column's motto;
"Life is a joke, and death is the
punchline." If I could not laugh,
I would not want to live.
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eye on the media
t. g. moore

'Complex revelations'
in Watergate book

Tom Snyder rude
on Tomorrow show
Last week saw the premiere of
NBC's Tomorrow program.
Although intended to fill some of
the vast void between sign-off
and sign-on in television, it's a
little early to tell how many
insomniacs are reaping the
benefits.
During the few weeks prior to
the show's birth, viewers were
led to believe the program would
be more-or-less an extended
version of Johnny Carson's
Tonight Show.
Late-night
watchers who stayed up till one
a.m. in hopes of seeing their
favorite superstar jawing with
the show's host were in for a letdown.
What they saw instead were
hour-long discussions of such
'complex and controversial'
topics as group marriage, Jesus
freaks, groupies and academic
freedom. The topics themselves
could have been made interesting under the direction of a
host with a Cavett gift of gab and
a Buckley wit, but Tomorrow
host Tom Snyder tended to
reduce the conversations to
charge and counter-charge and
just plain babble in general.
Snyder, a former Los Angeles
newsman, got off to a bad start
from the very beginning. The
first show was to be a discussion
on group marriage. Snyder's
guests were three people (one
man, two women) who had been
living together for about six
months. They were supposed to
speak in favor of group marriage
I suppose because they lived in a
group marriage situation. Their
story was enough to drive most
people away from that kind of
arrangement for fear of death
caused by boredom. The only
light moment of the evening, or,
morning came when an elderly
couple living in a senior citizen's
home came on to oppose group
marriage. At eighty years old,
they showed more zest and
enthusiasm for life than the triad
who supposedly had it made, no
pun intended.
ThOv second night was more
interesting but more disap-

pointing, too. A "deprogramming officer" of the state of
California was on to tell tales
that supported his contention
that the current Jesus freak
movement was "a million dollar
con game".
He was pitted
against a young member of the
Children of God, who could do
little more than stare at the
camera with her mouth hanging
open.
The California social worker
came across as a very sincere
many who belived that many of
the pop sects were simply on the
take rather than concerned over
individuals' spiritual conditions.
The trouble was, every time he
tried to illustrate his points,
Snyder insisted on trying him for
perjury. Spurred by the remark
that sect members were not
allowed to call their parents,
host Snyder embarked on a oneman investigation. Ordering a
telephone set up on the studio
set, he called the girl's mother
out in the boondocks to check
things out. ,
Although the social worker
kept insisting that he meant the
no-calls business in a general
.way, and that the girl on the
program could have been very
carefully selected as a
representative of the group,
Snyder's subsequent discovery
that the girl did in fact telephone
her parents occasionally was
proof enough for him that the
man was a liar. The very fact
that it took all these lines to tell
you what happened is proof that
the point was carried to the
ridiculous extreme.
Noticeably absent from the
Tomorrow show were commercials. Public service spots
were used to fill in the breaks.
Advertisers
were
understandably reluctant to buy
time on a new show that comes
on when most people are sound
asleep. When ratings are made
available to prospective ad
clients, there probably still won't
be any commercials on
Tomorrow, whose host comes
across as nothing more than an
uptown Joe Pyne.

Tonight in Brock

Brass Choir to perform
The Department of Music has
announced these musical events
for the next week:
Tonight at 7:30 the Brass Choir
will perform under the direction
of Frederick Peterson in room
300 of the Foster Building.
Tomorrow at 1 p.m. there will
be a student recital in Foster,
room 300. Saturday evening is
the date for the EKU Voice
Clinic, featuring Gean Greenwell, guest clinician and the
voice faculty. The clinic will
begin at 9 a.m. in Foster, room
300.
Bruce Bennet will perform on
the organ Monday night as part

of the faculty recital series. The
program is at 7:30 in Brock
Auditorium.
Wednesday
evening will feature Joe Hambrick on the trombone and
Annette Hambrick on the piano
at 7:30 in Brock. The program is
also part of the faculty recital
series. All of the programs are
free and open to the public.

DR. KLAUSHEBERLE
Guest Writer

.. Watergate by Lewis Chester,
Cal McCrystal, Stephen Aris and
William S Shawcross of the
Sunday Times of London.
What is "Watergate?" Is it an
ineffective burglary committed
by overzealous campaign aids
and their efforts to cover their
mistake? Is it a complex of
revelations about the corrupt
side of the Nixon administration?
This book takes the latter
view.
It relates apparently
disparate events, fits them
together in a clear and coherent
manner and does so in a style
that only occasionally goes
beyond the bounds of objectivity.

A review

Photo by Dan Qulgg

Danny Rapp, of Danny and the
Juniors,as he appeared Saturday

night in the Coliseum as part of the
Homecoming Rock and Roll concert.

R & R makes a comeback
'Tonight we're going back to
Philadelphia to sleep.'
'College audiences are the
most enthusiastic audiences, or
the most listening audiences,'
Joe Terry commented. 'They
come both ways, very enthusiastic like in the fifties, or
they want to listen to what you
are doing. We like it both ways.'
The Coasters and the Five
Satins were the final acts of the
evening, commanding one
standing ovation after another.
The Five Satins are one of the
only groups to ever have a single
record sell 40 million copies. The
song was In The Still of The

BY KEN GULLETTEE
Managing Editor-Production

Golden Age of Rock and Roll
made a comeback last Saturday
night when Alumni Coliseum
was stampeded by oldie rock and
roll acts.
Bobby Lewis led off to thunderous applause and put the
crowd into hysterics with his
fancy gyrations and foot shuffling. Acting as the Master of
Ceremonies throughout the
concert Lewis managed to keep
the audience in stitches.
Some of the groups did not
arrive until almost show time
with the Coasters roaming in one
or two at a time. Jay and the
Americans did not arrive at all,
due to Jay Black's attack of a
bleeding ulcer. But the crowd ,
although disappointed when
Bobby Lewis announced it,
hardly missed Jay and the
Americans after the other
groups performed.
The most surprising group of
the night, Danny and the
Juniors, brought the crow"d to its
feet with their classic Rocfe and
Roll Is Here To Stay. Their tight
harmony was a great blend, and
much better than expected.
'We performed in night clubs
until 1967 ,'said Joe Terry of the
group after their act. 'Then we
went into the record production
business, which is no easy thing.
We had a minor hit in
Philadelphia (theirhometown).
We got back together in 1969.
'We've been on the road since
September,' Terry said.

Night.

'It gets a little harder
(travelling) as we get older,' Joe
Terry said. 'I'm 32, and it gets a
little bit rough on the road. I've
\/got two kids and I took them with
me once on the road, and they
said they would rather stay
home. It gets very rough.'
If the trip to Eastern was
rough, none of the groups showed
it as they performed impeccably
in the most fast paced and exciting concert Eastern has had
this year.

an art of stupidity—a high risk
operation with no likelihood of
turning up information important to a campaign. The
hypothesis put forward here is
that the Nixon men considered it
a "national security" operation
like the Ellsberg job. McGovern
was perceived by them as the
democratic candidate posing the
biggest
threat
to
the
achievement of a Nixonian
"peace with honor." A strong
McGovern candidacy would give
Hanoi reason to wait until after
the elections to conclude a peace
agreement.
The Easter offensive of 1972 gave the same,
boost to McGovern that the Tet
offensive gave to McCarthy in
1968. In addition, it threatened
" Vietnam izat ion" and the
response—escalated
bombing
and the mining of Haiphong
harbor—insured that, contrary
to the Nixon campaign strategy,
the war would be an issue in the
fall. The authors conclude:
"much the most logical explanation of the plan to bug the
D.N.C., McGovern's
headquarters,
and
the'
Democratic convention is that it
was designed to insure that
McGovern as a presidential
candidate did not outflank Nixon
on the war, through secret
contacts of his own with Hanoi."

.

Every year 8,000 American
people between the ages of 15 and
25 are killed in alcohol related
crashes'. That's more than combat.
More than drugs. More than suicide.
More than cancer.
The people on this page are
not real. But what happened to them
is very real.
The automobile crash is the
number one cause of death of people
your age. And the ironic thing is
that the drunk drivers responsible
for killing young people are most
often other young people.

Soul-rock artist Billy Preston
and Osibisa are scheduled to
appear on campus November 19
at 7:30 p.m. in the coliseum.
Further details will appear in
next
week's
Progress.
rxr

SVAYB BANK MIID.
TOW e®G»M)Y
"Figure On Banking With Us"
i'

TWO CONVENIENT lOC^T/ONS% - MAIN STRUT i BIG HILL AVtHUi

"It was last summer, and I
was 18. Cathy was 18 too. Ifwas
the happiest summer of my life. I
DRUNK DRIVER. DEPT. Y*
had never been that happy before.
BOX 1969
I haven't been that happy since.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20013
And I know I'll never be that
I don't want to get killed and I don't
happy again. It was warm and
want to kill anyone. Tell me how I car.
help.* Youths Highway Safety
beautiful and so we bought a few
Advisory Committee.
bottles of wine and drove to the
My name is.
country to celebrate the night. We
Address
drank the wine and looked at the
City
„State.
Zip.
stars and held each other and
laughed. It must have been the stars
and the wine and thfcwarm -wind.
'Nfibodyelsrwason^heroad The .' ^ STOPklUJMG EACH OTHER.
**».
' top was down, and |pe, were singing
and I didn't even seethe tree until
I hit it."
US DCMaTMENTarTHAMRMtUnON

©

NATIONAL HTGHWAV THAmC IAFTTY AOMMITIUTIO*
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We learn all about the establishment of CREEP (the fitting
acronym for the Committee to
Reeled the President); Henry
Kissinger's wiretaps; the "May
Day" demonstration of 1970 and
its impact on the Nixon. White
House; the Nixon men's attempts to bring the C.I.A. and
the F.B.I, under their control;
the enemies list (it is reproduced
in full with pictures of the more
^
celebrated); CREEP fund
raising, including the deal with
the dairymen, the Vesco affair
and the I T.T.scandal; the "dirty
Such an action would threaten . •en
tricks" operation; the growth achievement of peace prior to r.
of the "Liddy plan"; the the election and thereby threaten ■r
burglary;; the cover up; and the Nixon's reelection, all which in
uncovering.
It is all here, the eyes of Nixon's associates
complete with pictures. From was identical with a threat to ■Yr
this account it becomes clear national security.
that the burglary of the
Finally the book fills out
D.N.C.and the cover up might be
called the least important facet details that the careful watcher wii
of the complex revelations of the hearings would have
known as "Watergate." Only by missed and wondered about—"
what
the
C.I.A.
contemplating, in the light of the e.g.,
psychological
profile
actually
story told here, the consequences
of four more years of Haldeman, said about Ellsberg, what did '
Ehrilichman (means honest Hunt and Cushman say to each (■''■
man), Mitchell and Dean—not to other?, what was the storV';''!,
speak of Colson, Chapin, behind the Kissinger wiretaps?, ^.
Caulfield, Krogh, Strachan, what was the role of Charles
Young, Liddy, Hunt and the Colson in all of this? It is all ,
like—for the American body there with all the melodramatic
politic, can one appreciate the touches than the story deserves;.
debt this country owes to Frank The book is especially recomWills, the Washington Post, John mended for those who think they
had
enough
of
J. Sirica, James McCord and "have
Watergate."
Chance.
The authors also try to make
Dr. Heberle la an associate
sense out of the Watergate
■'
break-in itself. On its face it was professor of political science.

I WAS IN LOVE
WITH A GIRL NAMED CATHY.
I KILLED HER.

Preston on tap

»r
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Homecoming '73
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Floats, a football defeat and royalty
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Homecoming '73 was made up of many faces, floats
and sights this year as it has been in the past. Once
again, the Oleika Shriners brought their cars and
motorcycles for the parade and gave the spectators,
including the reviewing stand, a chance, to laugh at
their antics.
Miss Mona Waits, a sophomore from LaGrange was
chosen Homecoming Queen and she and her escort
discussed the merits of the unbeatable Western team
as they watched them whip Eastern 35-0. The float,
sponsored by the Baptist Student Union won the
competition irrits category.

Off Eastern By-Pass

623-3651
SAMPLE SHOE CENTER
Name Brand Shoes at 30% to
60% Discount
Why Pay More When You Can
Shop for Less?
(1.00 off with purchase of $5.00
or more with student I. D.

RICHMOND DRIVE-IN THEATRE
4 Mil- gowth on UJ. 15. iartt wood . Ph«n. 613-1711

NOW SHOWING Ends Tue. At 7:40 p.m.
A DOUBLE BARREL OF TRINITY

FUN!

JsMfk I Immmi Am Eaton I
AakakSaamana

Jwap>E.liTfifwai—
AnAvcoEmbaosyntai

Photos by Paul Lambert
COMING SOON: Paul Newman "The Life and Times

NOW SHOWING

and Dan Quigg

Bisotti's

2 Features
Roccommonded For Adults

Resta trait
TOWIME CINEMA

NOW SHOWING!

$ 1 off 13" PIZZA
Value 2.85 or over

2 ACADEMY AWARD WINNERS
|"BEST ACTRESS"! "BEST ACTOR"
DIANA I MARLON BRANDO
ROSS A -BEST PICTURE"
Short-stop trousers tops great little tops
~that come to a quick stop
right at your waist
A

-'
B.

Good Thru Oct. 31. 1973

\$ I off

15" PIZZA

j.

Value 3.85 or over
BARBARA HERSHEYos

Good Thru Oct 31.<„1973

Short sleeve button -front top
with draw-string waist
SML Red Goon Gold $ j £

dim- JfeT

F

Long sleeve button front top
with rib waist band ■
Navy. Berry. Marron. Bluo Ci q

Opan 6 a.m. to iT p.m.

WITH At PAtINO
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Trick or treat

Halloween customs centuries old
BY FREEDA FLYNK
Staff Writer
Tioyou suspect your roommate of being a changeling?
You can prove or disprove s our
suspicion by boiling egg shells
in nis or her prescence. The
boiling of the egg shells will
induce the imp to confess that in
all his centuries of life he has
never seen the like and thus
prove that his a demon. This
can be done, of course, only on
the night of Samhain or
Halloween, according to an
ancient Druidian tradition.
Changelings are demons left as
a prank by the spirits of the
dead to replace souls that they
have kidnapped.
This old superstition is only
one of the innumerable
traditions that we have come
to associate with the holiday
that is
known as
Halloween. The name which
literally means the eve of all
Hallows seems singlularly
inappropriate for the sinister
web of evil and unholy pranks
that have come to be associated
wit, it.
As with may other holidays
which our early Christian
forefathers
loath to give up
they discovered they could
placate the church leaders by

Photo by Larry Bailey

Which witch
Wno would ever guess that lovely, sweet baton twirler
Kandy Cla y had a much more sinister occupation at night?
Caught red-handed as she chants a wicked spell, Kandice

Creepkeeper, (her real name) allowed her photo to be taken
only because this is Halloween. The photographers have not
yet returned...

Sycamore tree is largest in nation
BY DEBBIE BURDEN
SUff Writer
When John W. Adams' farm
was under construction for
Wilgreen Lake,
a large
sycamore tree was scheduled
for removal
Adams thought
thai since it was possibly the
largest sycamore tree in the
area, it should be displayed in
front of the Madison County
Court House. Bui they did nol
wanl lo display it and refused

his request.
Adams approached
John
Vicars, executive assistant to
the President, and made his
offer once again.
Vicars
discussed the issue with the
President and they decided that
the historic value of the tree
was worth being considered.
Tree cutters were hired,
transportation of the stump
arranged, and a suitable place
for (he displaying of the stump
constructed. A concreted base
with steps leading up and a

fence enclosing the entire thing.
To protect the tree from the
weather, it was placed on metal
bars, and sprayed with a
copper preservative.
According to the American
Forestry,
Association, the
largest sycamore tree in the
nation was thought to be in
South Blomifield. Ohio.
g
measured32ft. 6in. however the
tree on the EKU campus
measures 33 feet 8 inches in
circumference, topping the
record by 14 inches.

The tree was hollow when cut
down. Biologitsts estimate the
age of the treee to be between,
the age of 450 and 650 years.
It was more that 100 feet in
height.
It was 13 feet in
diamter.
About fifteen feet
from the base of the tree, three
limbs grew straight up. They
measured about five feet in
diamter.
The tree is located to the side
of O'Donnell
Hall facing
Martin Hall and the teninis
courts.

Public administration fellowships are available
Students interested in a During the 1974-75 academic American citizens who have
career in public administration year the Fellows will spend the^„completed 0r will complete a
at the national, state, or local Fall semester at either the bachelor's degree with any
level are offered an opportunity University of Alabama or recognized major.by June of
to apply for a fellowship to study Kentucky and the winter and 1974. Fellowhips are awarded
spring quarters at
the to those students who demonat two state universities.
strate a combination of high
Fellowships for single fellows University of Tennessee.
Fellows who complete the academic achievement and a
. have a total value of $4600 of
which $3300 is a cash stipend Program satisfactorily will real interest in a career in
and $1300 Ihe value of remission receive a Certificate in Public public administration in the
of fees and tuition. Married Administration. Fellows also South.
students receive an additional
may complete an MA or MPA at
one of the universities attended.
cash grant of $400.
The Program provides all
Beginning about mid-June the
Fellows will serve a ten-weeks course work necessary for these
internship in a stale, local, or degrees.
Candidates
must
be
federal agency in the South.
Hiram Brock Auditorium
Show Starts at 7:30

CAMPUS
MOVIE

TONITE THRU SAT.
24

25

26

Applications should be submitted as soon as possible but
must be received by March 1,
1974.
For information and
applications write to: Coleman
B. Ransone, Jr., Educational
Director, Southern Regional
Training Program in Public
Administration. Drawer I,
University. Alabama, 35486.

hef brromstick is uncertain.
O riginally, it is believed, wit- ches didn't even fly-they just
moved so fast that they seemed
to take flight. Later, however,
they were reputed to fly on
every
sort of creature
imaginable.
Some people believe that the
"stick transport theory" arose
because of the similiarity and
confusion of the Gaelic terms
for stick and cat. Cats were
always commonly associated
with witches. Others believe
that the broomstick was chosen
simply as a symbol for a woman
. If the woman of the house was
going to be gone for a few days,
she would leave her broom
tilted against the outside of the
house.
The old Scottish Druid legend
is the most imaginative. Every
Halloween the witches would
have a party. They seemed like
other pople the rest of the year
but if they sold their souls to
the devil, they would put a stick
anointed with fat of murdered
babies in their beds which would
change itself into their likeness
and then they wuld fly up the
chimney on a a broomstickattended by black cats .
The would go to meet the devil
at a place arranged by him to
which he rode on a goat. They
simply rechristening their old
drank out. of horse skulls and
pagan festival and demigods
danced in a circle from west to
without substantially altering
east or widdershins while the
them.
Thus
did
devil played the bagpipes for
changelings,fairies, Jack-odancing and a torch was burned
Lanterns and the veritable mob
between the horns of the goat.
of pagan ghouls and demons
Then, when the ashes of the
come down through the ages.
torch burned out, the witches
It's interesting to follow some of
would gather the potent ashes
these traditions back totheir
for their incantations
original form and compare
Trick-or-treating is a custom
that can probably be ascribed
original forms and compare.
to the ancient Irish Pict
Probably the most charactradition. On the Feast day of
teristic symbol associated
St. Columba Kill the Irish
with Halloween is
the old
peasants went around asking
haggle-toothed Jack o' Lantern.
for money whicbt buy luxuries
According to Irish tradition,
for a feast demanding in the
Jack was so tight with his
name of St. Columba Kill, that
money that he was denied enfattned calves and black sheep
trance to heaven and he had
be prepared for the feasting.
played so many/ pranks on the
St. Columba was the priest
devil that he was even refuesd
who had been ordered in the
in hell so he was condemned to
sixth century to convert the
roam the earth forever with his
Picts to Christianity and founded
lafltern. Jack changes, form as
a
monastery on Ikona
he passes from country to
Island. This customary feast
con try. In Scotland, he has the
was continued
on the day
shape of a large turnip rather
that
had
formerly
belonged
than the pumpkin-head apthe lord of
pearance he has in North to Sam Hain,
the dead.
America.
The English added
the
indispensable technical touch-fuel to keep the
Another
character in every Halloween broomstick going. According
drama is the witch' witlj_^to English satanic legend, she
her inevitable black cat and mTfst~*trip and grease both
broomstick. Witches have been herself and the broomstick with
around since the Old Testament flying ointment before eachBible days. The were known to flight. The take-off is the difthe Acnient Romans and ficult part of the procedure but
Egyptians as well as the onceinflight-the witch cannot
African
tribesman
and be brought down except by the
American IndianStrangely sound of church bells. This
enough.as late as 1768 John difficulty can be overcome by
Wesleyheld it as heresay and simply gathering up momenthat he is to deny the existence tum and increasing velocity.
There is a pleasant, romantic
and influence of witches.
However, Christianity most tradition to Halloween, as well,
firmly established the tradition and this is mainly due to the
influence of the Romans who
of withcraft.
Exactly where the witch got celbrated their festival of

Pomona at this time. Pomona
was goddess of the harvest.
The Romans were responsible
for
the
many
customs
surrounding fruits and nuts
that still survive in many parts
of the world.
Some examples of these are
(hat if a girl pares an apple in
nine parts and eats all but the
ninth, her future husband will
appear to ask her for that piece,
or if she throws two nuts in the
fire, one with her name and
with the name of a likely suitor,
she can tell if that will get along
depending on whether the nuts
lie quietly side-by-side or roll
apart from each other.
One old Enelissh rhyme

describes
ap
interesting
romantic superstition:
turn
your boots toward the
street. Leave your garters on
your feet. Put your stocking on
your head. You'll dream of the
one you're going to wed..
Many
superstitions
of
Halloween are concerned with
cats. If a cat sits quetly beside
you, you will have peace and
prosperity.
If he rubs up
against you , you will have luck
and even greater luck' if he 73
jumps in your lap. If he yawns,
an opportuniy awaits that you
mustn't nelglect but if he runs
away from
you, then you
have a secret that will be getting out within a week.

C09FFUR8 CREAT90KS
Haircut
__ Shampoo
Blow-Dry
$3.00 with this coupon
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK
IM 11

AT MCOOMAtOS
VOtt CAM 61A AA
BIG sPCNoea.
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Eastern By-Pats

/

FREE SALAD
WITH NEXT BUCKETOR BARREl
You get a pint of salad free
when you buy a Bucket or
Barrel of Kentucky Fried
Chicken. Just present this
certificate the next time you
come in and pick out-the

kind of salad you want with
your Bucket or Barrel and
have a Barrel of Fun.

EASTERN
loves what the Colonel cooks

Fried
£kbfc«
Have a barrel of fun
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Pandolfi, Clayton run show

SPORTS
DOAMOT
•VMT WILSON

Eastern faces major test at Murray Saturday
BY B1LL8TAPLETON
Stuff Writer

SPORTS EDITOR

It's easy to criticize
By virtue of the 35-0 loss last Saturday, many
people have been second guessing Eastern
Coach Roy Kidd for a decision he made early in
the game. Coach Kidd decided to go for a field
goal instead of a first down, on fourth and one at
the Western two yard line. His reasoning was
obvious: three points is better than none.
Well, it is easy to criticize, especially since the
Colonels missed the field goal. Coach Kidd didn't
know the field goal was going to be missed. He
hardly expected it. Probably given the same
situation he would again go for the field goal.
At this time of the game, the decision was very
important and could've made a difference in the
outcome of the affair, despite the fact that
Western overpowered Eastern afterwards.
There was a good point for going after the first
down. If Eastern had made the first down they
most likely would've had a touchdown immediately afterwards, and even if they missed
Western would've been deep in their own
territory on the three yard line. This is a good
point and the one most offered by critics of Coach
Kidd's decision.
However Western had not been scored on by an
OVC team to that point in the season and even
three points might have hurt their defenses on
pride somewhat. Three points would've put
Eastern on top and would've fired up the team
and the crowd. The offense should have gained
much confidence knowing it could score on the
highly touted Western defense. But, the field goal
attempt was wide and thus Coach Kidd has been
criticized heavily.
Who knows, what if he had elected to go for the
first down and the touchdown and Eastern had
failed? Western's defenst would have gained
more confidence and the Colonels offense might
have folded. Anyway, contrary to the final
score, the Colonels gave the mighty Hi 11 toppers
their roughest game of the season and their
players realized it after the game was over.

\

j 5

SPECIAL NOTE: Even after last Saturday's
35-0 debacle there is at least one person who
should be acknowledged for both a fine performance on the field and dedication off the
field. John Revere caught five passes for 32
yards against Western despite being guarded
by all-conference back Mike McCoy.
Then on the following day, I noticed Kevere
going over the track. I watched him run several
laps consisting of sprints and pacing, even after
a hard, tiring game the day before . With
(Continued on page 7)

It's out of the frying pan and
into the fire as Eastern's
Colonels try to regroup from the
35-0 shellacking at the hands
powerful Western to get ready
for Murray's Racers this
Saturday. The Colonels, who
were sky-high for the Western
game but ended up below sea
level, must again try to get up
as they invade Murray.
The Racers are 3-1 in conference play and 5-1 overall,
and are currently in second
place in the conference behind
Western. They are led by junior
quarterback Tom Pandolfi and
junior back Don Clayton, one of
the leading rushers in the
conference.
Clayton is
currently averaging over 130
yards a game rushing.
Flanking Clayton in the backfield should be Jim Engel,
another junior.
Offensively, on the line will be
big tight end Bill Farrell, who is
6-5 and 220 pounds and might be
the best at his position in the
OVC. The wide receivers will be
Scotty Crump and Ken Galtney,
who are both veterans of last
year.
Both are small but
lightning fast, and Eastern
defensive backs will have their
hands full with them.
~ The starting tackles are
Charlie Carpenter and Dale
Willis, both of whom are the
alternate captains. The guards
are Rodney Pickering, perhaps
the team's best blocker, and
Mark Norrid and Ron Carlisle.
The defensive corps was hard
hit by graduation, but experienced performers are back.
The ends are Matt Schappert
and Alfred Caldwell, both of
whom played a big part in
Murray's 20-14 victory over
East Tennessee last Saturday,
by recovering fumbles late in
the game. The tackle posts will
be manned by new faces. Jay
Waddle, Les Stinnett, and Dan
Helfrich.
According to head coach Bill
Furgerson, the linebackers will
be a very positive factor in his
team's success. Bill Farris, the
team captain, is in the middle
and had 10 tackles against East
Tennessee. Farris was named
OVC Defensive Player of the
Week, against Middle Tennessee two weeks ago-.
The defensive backfield also
shows promise, being led by
Don Deiken and Charles
Martin. Others will be Paul
Coltharp, last year's leader in
tackles and Mark Hickma.

EVERYBODY'S
GAME
THE GREAT

OVC, Offensive Player of the Week. He was cited by the OVC for his
perforrriance in which he completed 9 of 16 passes for 110 yards against a
highly touted Western defensive secondary. McCarthy had completed
over 55 per cent of his passes for the season and ranks third among OVC

JEFF MCCARTHY, Eastern quarterback, is the victim of a common
scene in last Saturday's homecoming loss to Western Kentucky. McCarthy was grabbed several times behind the line of scrimmage by
Western defenders. Despite these losses of yardage, he recieved votes for

Hilltoppers dominate Colonels 35-0
BY LARRY BROCK
Staff Writer

»'

The sounds of "beat Western"
rang through Richmond all last
week, but after the big
Homecoming showdown
Saturday afternoon at Hanger
Field between Eastern and
Western, the Colonels wished
they had never heard of the
Hilltoppers. or Clarence
Jackson.
Jackson, a shifty senior
tailback, gained 143 yards and
scored twice to pace the visiting
Hilltoppers to a 35-0 romp over
the Colonels.
Eastern missed on several
opportunities, most of which
came early in the game. The
Colonels most noteworthy drive
occured on their first series as
they took over at the 20 yard line
after Tim Kinduell recovered a
WKU fumble.
The Colonels
marched 77 yards to the
Western three yard6tripe on the
power running of Alfred

Thompson. But on fourth down, yards rushing in the second
Jim DeFranco missed a 20 yard stanza. The Colonels ended up
with 110 yards passing, but the
field goal.
Three plays after the missed Hilltoppers ended up with 245
field goal. Western quarterback yards rushing and 228 yards
Leo Peckenpaugh dropped back passing. Western had 20 first
to
and hit the speedy Porter downs as compared
Williams with a 73-yard scoring Eastern's 11.
toss with 4:26 left in the first
period.
The Toppers scored again
early in the second period when
Jackson went over from one
Despite bad luck and a
yard out to cap a 49 yard drive.
of errors,
the
On the Colonels' second play of comedy
the third period, Jeff McCarthy EKU Cycle team successfully
dropped back and hit split end defended their univertsity team
Elmo Boyd with a 70 yard pass trophy at the Kentucky Western
that looked like it was going to Waterland Road Race held in
be a touchdown. But Western's Land Between the Lakes this
Virgil Livers tripped the speedy past Saturday, October 20.
Though the skies were sunny
Boyd up at the three yard line.
Before it was over, Western and Eastern's team was opscored twice more in the final timistic about the outcome of
the race, bad luck struck early.
period to make it 35-zip.
Western's defense got even Larry Myers dropped from the
pack to insert his toe strap
tougher in the second half.
Eastern had a total of minus 16 which had come apart at the

Cyclers take Murray race

PUT-ON'S FOR

SATURDAY and
SUNDAY ONLY!

YOUR BODY

All You Can Eat!
$144

OlJv

Peckenpaugh
completed six assists.
Nearly 19,500 fans looked on
seven of ten passes for 138
yards. Williams caught three of as Eastern suffered their first
shutout of the season.
those passes for 92 yards.
The Colonels will travel to
Linebacker Audra Skiles had
nine tackles and three assists Murray for a contest with the
for Western's defense while Racers Saturday. Eastern i*
Rick Green had six tackles and now 5-2.

start. Remounting, Myers
chased for several miles until
he came upon Lemaur Roberts,
current Kentucky Collegiate
Cycling Champion, standing
dejectedly at the side of the
road witha a flat tire. Myers,
exhausted from the chase and
knowing Roberts to be a
stronger rider, gave up his bike
and Roberts was back in the
race.
Meanwhile, Tom Knight had
pushed himself to the front of
the pack which was averaging
over 25 miles-per-hour on the
hilly course. Again, bad luck
struck EKU as Knight's front
derailleur broke apart causing
him to slow up. Spotting a
friend's bike on the side of the
course, Knight dumped his bike

and continued on the borrowed
one.
EKU's perserverance finally
paid off. Howard Williams, the
only team member to escape
the bad luck, finished strong,
gaining valuable team points.
Roberts and Knight finished
farther back, but together, the
team won the University award
as Murray managed to finish
only one rider.
In the women's 12-mile event,
EKU
was
again
well
represented as Beverle Myers,
Eastern senior, rode away from
girls from Murray and Nashville, finishing all alone in first
place. By winning, Ms. Myers
looks to be a definite threat for
the Kentucky State Women's
Championship in '74.

JETT & HALL
Clothing
200 W. MAIN

SPECIAL THIS WEEK
NYLON RAINCOATS
(POLYESTER INSULATED)
REG.

>

NOW

$21.95

$12.95

.ocKY .«ADK>.«D SAYS Yes, Chicken, Fish or Clam

~~f\~~\-7 Dinners

EKU

Slaw. Roll and Butter

or

MADNESS SALE!

Italian Spaghetti

7 to 10 tonight only

With Tossed Salad. Choice of Dressing. Roll and Butter

Your Choice of Any $ 1 44
of the Dinners
JL
All You Can Eat

SPANISH HUT
i.-Fri. 11-1 Ml. Sat. IIJ pa

MOONLIGHT

Special
special
Kiddee
Portions

-^

Bradford House will be serving these dinner specials|
Saturday 11:30

£M.'9

p.rn. and Sunday 12:30 p.m.-4:30 p.m.

Grants Bradford House Restaurant
Eastern By Pass ^pd u).S. 25

Richmond Plaza Shopping Center
Richmond. Kentucky

ENTIRE STOCK 15% OFF
• ARROW SHIRTS
• PALM BEACH SUITS
• H!{^^e^L*CKS.
.•MERIT SdiTSAUD
.
SPORT^COATS
• SER0 SHIRTS
• PURITAN SPORTS WEAR
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Basketball season looks bright
Coach Mulcahy brings with
him an impressive record from
both high school and college. At
Seneca High in Louisville, he
won two consecutive state titles,
from there he assisted at
Kansas and then was head
coach at University of South
Dakota
Last Tuesday. Eastern held a
press and picture day for local
and region all radio, television
of the most difficult in the and newspaper people. Coach
NCAA. (Maryland, Louisville, Mulcahy gave a talk, outlined a
South Carolina to name a few) prospectus for the season and
Then, after the resignation of answered questions.
Mulcaby
obtained
two
Guy Strong, Bob Mulcahy was
•assistants that have already
hired.

BY PAT WILSON
Sports Editor
Last spring. Eastern made a
wise decision that may turn the
basketball program into one of
the finest in the nation.
Initially, a schedule was
achieved that has to rank as one

Commentary

Eastern drops two

Jim Shepherd Pholo

THE BALLis up for grabs, or is it? In soccer
one is not supposed to use their hands, so Carlos
Moreno of the Eastern soccer club ponders his
next move during his teams 3-1 victory over

Kentucky last Friday. In the background a UK
player charges in to force Moreno's decision to
be a quick one.

Eastern sport shorts
SOCCER

vanced to gain the additional
six points in the second half.
i saw improvement during
this game','
says Coach
Javene Young. 'We cut down on
the number of tactical errors,
like obstruction and advancing,
but think we need to work on
not rushing our shots for goal."
According to Coach Young,
the halfbacks, Becky Couchot,
Robin Murray, and Ginna Gohmann, did a commendable job
of backing up the forward line.
Although halfbacks are seldom
able to score,
right halfback Becky Couchot was
responsible for one of the
team's eight goals.

Lynn Morris and Bernie Kok
were chosen as the winners of
the award by the Eastern team.
Journeying to Cincinnati on
Monday evening, the girls met
the University of Cincinnati
team for a match. Cincinnati
won the first game, but the
Eastern girls rallied to win the
other two games with scores of
15-8 and 15-12.
FIELD HOCKEY
With a score of 8-0, the female
hockey team gained their
second win of the season,
Tuesday evening, over Berea
College
After gaining only two goals
in the first half, the girls ad-

Last Wednesday, the Eastern
Soccer Club journeyed to
Lexington to do battle with
Transylvania.
In a game
earlier Ihis season (the first one
for EKU) Eastern was tied by
the Transy intercollegiate
squad. However the Colonels
lwefe victorious this time and
ranic out with a 2-0 victory.
'Don DcMarco and Mark Sands
scored the goals for the club.
The club moved its season
rcewrd to 3-0-3 with a 3-1 victory
over a highly regarded Kenlucky squad (Kentucky is undefeated in Ky. intercollegiate
competition).
Eastern took a halftime lead
of l-o on a goal by Sharpie
Kambarami and then got a goal
from Deroy Wiafe-Ababio early
in the second half to appear to
Coach Art Harvey and his
haVV the game under control Eastern harriers had been
UK'came back with a goal late looking forward to this meet for
in-the game and Kambarami awile.
It was against Kenadded another goal to make the tucky who had already defeated
final 3-1 in favor of Eastern.
Eastern earlier in the year, and
it was held on the same course
VOLLEYBALL
at Arlington. But the result was
While homecoming
action the same as UK defeated
progressed here on campus this Eastern 24-31. Also in the meet
weekend.
the
women's was Western Carolina who
volleyball team participated in scored 82.
The individual winner was
the action of the Memphis State
UK's Jim Buell. who set a new
Tournament.
Consisting of 16 teams, the Arlington course record with a
tournament was organized into five mile time of 25:18.5.
Eastern's Dan Maloney who is
divisions of four teams each.
The Eastern girls won their finally regaining his old form,
division, but in the semifinals. was second with a new school
Southwestern Missouri gave record of 25:36.0. "Dan finally
them their first loss of the seems to be coming back." said
Harvey
His time Saturday,
season.
Selections for the All- was two minutes and 11 seconds
Tournament Player were made faster than on September 15 on
the same course."
by each team after the games.

BY KEN PALEN
_ Staff Writer
The Eastern baseball team
traveled to Morehead last
Thursday needing to win one
game of a double-header to
clinch the fall championship of
the OVC Eastern Division. But
it wasn't to be.
The Colonels returned to
Richmond as second place
finishers behind the MSU
Eagles.
Morehead, the
defending OVC champions, took
both ends of the twin-bill by
scores of 8-4 and 1-0 to finish 5-1
in divisional games, one full
game ahead of the 4-2 Colonels.
Coach Jack Hissom's forces
finished their fall schedule with
an 11-11-2 overall record.
Craig Retzlaff took the mound
for Eastern In the first game but
gave up five runs in three innings and had to come out of the
game. Barry Mauntel, John
Lisle and Ray Neumeister each
worked an inning of relief for
the Colonels.
A three run homer by
Morehead's Mike Whittaker in
the third inning proved to be the
big hit of the game. Winning
pitcher Jeff Garmon helped his
own cause with a two run home
run for the Eagles in the fourth
inning.
Ray Spenilla belted a two run
round tripper and Larry Myford
hit a solo home run to account
for three of the Colonels forur
runs for the game.
Eastern totalled four runs on
seven hits to gain a first game
victory and to pull the Eagles
into a dead lock with EKU for
firstplace in the OVC-East.
The
championship
of
the division boiled down to the

Eastern edged by Kentucky
Eastern's record now stands
at 20 wins and 10 defeats.
However, some of those losses
have come at the hands of
national powers Tennessee,
Western Kentucky, Murray,
Kentucky, Northwestern, and
Indiana. Some of the wins have
been over Morehead(twice),
Auburn. Air Force, and Western
Carolina.
This weekend the harriers
travel to Cincinnati to compete
with UC in a 3ix mile event.
Cincinnati is led by NCAA AilAmerican in the six mile run,
Jim Stanley. The meet will be
held at Mount Airy Forest
beginning at 11:00 a.m.
Also. Eastern's track team
will have a fall practice track
meet against Kentucky today at
Eastern's track beginning at
i: 00. The pole vault. long jump,
and javalin will begin at 4:00.

ANDY'S PIZZA

You know how good it's
going to taste

Umn.
n
ANDY'S PIZZA PALACE
110 S. Sec.nd St root

623-5400

The high jump will follow the
pole vault, and the discus will
follow the shot put.
Other
events and their times are: .
4:30
880 yard run
4:40
220 yard dash
4:50
440 yard dash
5:00
660 yard run

second game of the afternoon
Neither Eastern or Morehead
was able to score through the
first five innings of the nightcap, but the Eagles scored one
run on two hits in the bottom of
the sixth inning to win their
most important game of the fall
season, and capture the OVC
Eastern
Division
Championship.
"The second game was an
excellently played ballgame on
both sides. Both teams got
great pitching, each had four
hits and neither committed an
error
They scored and we
didn't"
said an obviously
disappointed Hissom
Howie Roesch worked five
innings for the Colonels with
Ernie Pennington wrapping up
the mound duties for the fall by
retiring three hitters in the
bottom of the MSU sixth.
"I felt all along that
Morehead was the team to beat
in our division. We gave a good
account of ourselves," concluded Hissom.

helped
immensely
in
preparation of this season.
They are Bill Fultz (from
Carroll county) and Ed Byhre
(from South Dakota).
The first thing Mulcahy did in
his talk was to introduce his
assistants and then went from
there. He spoke of the schedule
and how that "will not change. I
believe in a home-and-home
arrangement.
We are now
working on an agreement with
Cincinnati and Xavier."
Someone asked Mulcahy if he
would like to play UK. His reply
was; "Joe Hall is a good friend
of mine. I have no animosityy
toward Kentucky. UK is the
state university.
We don't
criticize them and they don't us.
I just hope we can get in a
situation such as Western and
Austin Peay had in the
NCAA tourney."
Referring to the type of game
the Colonels would employ,
Mulcahy replied "We will use
what I call 'pressure basketball'. By that, I mean we will
attempt to play pressure
defense all over the court.
Pressure basketball also extends to the offenive end of the
court. This means we will attack the basket, and use our
quickness.to runthe fast break."
Mulcahy also stated that
"each one of his players will be
in condition to play 40 minutes
of pressure basketball". Later
while the 73-74 Colonels were in
a practice session, all three of
the coaches were totally involved in the practice, pointing
out mistakes, helping with drills
and designing the plays that will
be used. If these players are
as dedicated at playing as thier
coaches are at making better
individuals out of them, then as
far as the season is concerned,
well, the sky is the limit.
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JOHN BUSHONG (78) of Western Ky. has a lock on Alfred
Thompson of Eastern as did the entire Hilltopper team in that
they held Thompson to 62 yards in 21 carries. He had been
averaging close to 115 yards per game.

It's easy

b

(Continued from page 6)

athletes of this caliber on our campus, one
needn't wonder what the future holds for the
program.
For those that don't already know, Coach Bob
Mulcahy's basketball Colonels are playing in the
Holiday Classic in Louisville over Christmas
vacation the 27th and 28 of December. Alabama,
South Carolina, and Louisville are entered along
with Eastern. In the first round on Thursday, the
27th, Eastern plays the University of Louisville.
Anyone interested in tickets can purchase them
in the Alumni Coliseum ticket office.
Please support the Colonels in this tournament, if you want tickets/ you'd better purchase them now before this tourney sells out.

yr

Intramural volleyball and handball get underway -.
BY SAM WHITE
Staff Writer

The
men's
intramural
department placed a completed
season of flag football under its
belt last week. Barries Bunch,
campus champions, Journeyed
to Berea College to play an allstar touch football team.
Berea, playing with a distinct
rules advantage, nullified a
Barries' drive in the final
stanza to win 19-13.
Wayne Jennings, intramural
director, offered a summation
of this fall's pigskin activity.
"This fall's program had
favorable results," Jennings
stated.
"The transition to
better equipment improved the
quality of play and encouraged
participation," commented
Jennings.
"The officiating proved to be
more competent this fall." He/
added, "The specific fla|
football rules have been adi

ministered for only the last
three years in our program."
A volleyball clinic this past
Monday kicked-off this highly
popular phase of the IM
prospectus. The clinic focused
on volleyball rules and official's
duties. Members of the men's
volleyball sports club participated in the exhibition.
Regulation
play
began
yesterday.
Coed raquetball entries close
tomorrow. The fourth round of
the handball doubles tournament is due Monday.
A
completely new activity will be
introduced next month by the
men's IM department. This
event is pillow fighting; with
entries slated to close
November 9th.
The concept is for two contestants to sit on a balance

The competition is open to all
full-time students who may.'
represent their particular
organization. The contest does
not count toward trophy points
but promises much fun and
amusement.
For further
details, call 5434.
ii|
For those 'trick or treaters,' got

beam, each armed with a
pillow. The participants then
proceed to knock each other
with feather-pillows until one
of the opponents is forced from
the beam.
A location for this has not
been decided upon at present.

Smokey Mountain Taffy
Reg. $1.59 lb. NOW only

$1.99 for 21b. bag
$1.09 for lib. bag
GIFT BOX
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ROTC enrollment up 12 per cent;
Number of women cadets tripled
BY PHIL MILLER
SUN Writer
The 555 students enrolled in ROTC this
fall at Eastern represent a more than 12
per cent gain in enrollment over last
fall's total of 493. Colonel Wolfred K
White, professor of Military Science, also
noted that the number of women enrolled
in the program "more than tripled ..with
78 this year compared to 23 last year.
Eastern's Reserve Officer Training
Corps for Women, established last year
was one of the first ten to be initiated in
the nation. Citing the increased interest
in the ROTC program at Eastern, Col.
White feels that even more students
might have enrolled in it had it not been
for the misconception by some students
that entering the basic course in Military
Science incurs a later military
obligation.
"Actually, no obligation for later
military service is incurred until a
student applies for the advanced course,
is accepted, and signs a contract or
accepts an Army scholarship."
Approximately one-third of those now
taking advanced ROTC will be commissioned in the Military Police Corps
under a new program also established
last year. This program complements
EKU's School of Law Enforcement and
its classes are attended by a number of
law enforcement majors.
Ptiolo bv Dan Quigg

EKU—right on!
The crowd supports Eastern during last Saturday's game
against Western. One young lady was really enthusiastic, but
it didn't help much as Eastern lost the Homecoming game,

35-0. Mona Waits, a sophomore from LaGrange, was
crowned Homecoming Queen 1973 before the game.

Fraternity «ells aid kits to help brother
A man was driving along the interstate
minding his own business. He had car
trouble and had to pull over. Some men
saw him checking under the car and also
stopped. He thought they wanted to help
him; they thought differently.
The victim was Sam Gano. He was
graduated from Eastern last spring, and
is a member of the Phi Delta Theta
Fraternity

I

The men "helped him by hitting him
witha tire tool, and knocking himinto the
highway where a passing car ran over
him. The car did not stop and the men
who attacked him were never found.
Sam's ordeal is far from over. He was
in a Lexington hospital all summer. A
month ago he was transferred to
Louisville.Hehas about a year and a half
of therapy to go.
Because of the

iisMiali he has to learn
how to walk
and talk again.
Now his fraternity brothers are trying
to help out by selling first aid kits to
cover Sam's huge hospital bills. They
began with 22 cases of Johnsons and
Jonnson kits, selling for $2.00each.
Anvone wishing to purchase a Kit can
go to the eleventh floor of Todd Hall or
contact a Phi Delta Theta member.

The MP program at Eastern is only one
of two such programs offered to Army
ROTC students on university campuses
in the U.S. Colonel White also pointed out
"If a student missed out on the basic
course or transferred from a school that
did not have an ROTC program and
wishes to enter the advanced course, a
six week basic camp held during the
summer at Fort Knox is offered as an
available means for the student to make
up for the first two years of study."
Completion of this training period
qualifies the individual for entry in the
advanced course. Benefits of the advanced course include $100 per month
payments received by junior and senior
cadets during the school year and $400 for
the six weeks spent at summer camp as
well as 18 semester hours of academic
credit for completing four years of
military science.
Also available to the advanced course
senior students is an Army Flight

Program that enables the student to
learn how to fly at a nearby civilian
flying school at Army expense. Upon
completion of this part of the program,
the cadet recei'es his private pilot's
license and eligibility to become an Army
Flight Officer.
This past summer forty-two EKU
cadets completed training at the sixweek summer camp at Fort Riley,
Kansas and five at the Ranger camp at
Fort Benning, Georgia. Three of these
earned Army Ranger designations at the
nine-week camp and now wear the
Ranger Tab.

Eastern's Reserve Officer Training
Corps, efficially established in the fall of
1936, has had an active senior ROTC unit
every year since its initial installment
except for a one year period during
World War II when there were units of
the Women's Army Corps and the Army
Specillized Training Program on the
campus.
In 1971, President Robert Martin was
awarded the Department of the Army's
Outstanding Civilian Service Award for
his longtime support of Army ROTC.
Since Dr. Martin became president in
1960, 636 commissions have been
awarded at Eastern.

National officers here
for chapter installatio:
Installation of a Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Chapter at Eastern Kentucky University
is scheduled this weekend.
Several
national officials of the fraternity are
expected in Richmond for the special
ceremonies which will bring Beta
Omicron Gamma, a local fraternity, into
SAE.
Installation is slated for 2 p.m.
Saturday in the Powell Student Center,
and a banquet is scheduled at the
Phoenix Hotel in Lexington.
»
Guests of honor at the banquet will
include Joseph A. Mancini, eminent
supreme archon, of San Francisco,
California; Russell P. Heurer, Jr.,
eminent supreme deputy archon, of
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Jack R.
Hotaling, eminent supreme recorder, of
Evanston, Illinois; Gurnett Steinhauer,
past eminent supreme archon, of Golden
Colorado; Karl E. Wondsack, I.II,
educational and leadership consultant
for the region, of Denver, Colorado.
Pledge installation will be held at 1
p.m. Sunday in the Meditation Chapel at
Eastern
Weekend activities will
conclude with a reception from 2:30 to
4:00 p.m. at the Keen Johnson Building.
The 26 members of the local will
comprise the fifth active SAE Chapter in
Kentucky. The local group will be known
as the Kentucky Delta Chapter of Sigma
Alpha Epsilon.
Representatives from other SAE
Chapters in the state and those from
Tennessee are expected to participate in
the weekend activites.
Officers of the new chapter are Charles

W. Edwards, president; Charles C.
Meade, first vice president; Lloyd
Peniston, second vice president; Michael
C. Schilling, Treasurer; Charles H.
Colehour, corresponding secretary;
Kevin Martello, recording secretary.
Local citizens who are already
members of SAE include Thomas Herndon, James Shannon Sr., Jere Pigue,
Robert J. Begley, James Shannon Jr.,
Joseph Howard, William Young, Charles
T. Hughes, Jim Keet, Keith Algieer,
Robert Stone.
H. Grady Sellards, Honorary eminent
supreme archon, of Lexington, will give
the welcoming address at the Saturday
banquet.
SAE was founded in 1856 at the
University of Alabama by Noble Leslie
Devotie and eight other students. It is the
largest national fraternity in the world
with more than 160,000 members in
chapters in 46 states.

Scholarships
(Continued From Page One)
other extracurricular activities, a
physical examination and interviews
with a board of Army officers.
Applicants must be at least 17 years old
by October 1 of the year in which the
scholarship becomes effective and be
able to complete all requirements for a
commmssion and college degree before
reaching age 25.
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Fraternity social life
annoys city residents;
Mayor receives petition
BY T. C. MOORE
Fine Arts Editor
At the last meeting of the Richmond
City Commission, a petition, signed by
some thirty-three residents of the West
Main and Westfield areas, was presented
to the commission calling for a re-zoning
of those areas to prevent further
establishment of fraternity houses in the
residential area.
The petition, which was also ssent to
University president Dr. Robert R.
Martin, stated "the social life of the
young men ( living in the fraternity
houses) is incompatible with the sleeping
habits of the other members of the neighborhood."

Burdge fights
for visitation
at hearing
The University Sub-Committee on
Open Visitatiion held the first of a series
of open hearings on the subject yesterday
and about 30 students were in attendance.
The only student speaker was Robert
Burdge, president of Keene Hall and
Student Senator for the College of Arts
and Sciences. Burdge spoke in favor of the
revamping of the University's policy. At
present, the University observes eight
open houses per year, which are
designated by the Board of Regents.
Burdge said the Spring 73 referendum
showed 2127 students in favor of weekly
open visitation in certain pre-determined
dormitories during regulated hours and
148 opposed. 310 students voting were in
favor of the present policy and 1933 opposed.
I "Statistics show that people are in
2avor of a new policy,"saidBurdge. "The
.•^present policy is not meeting the needs of
s
I he students."
Burdge added that in a statement to the
Board of Regents Miss Mary K. Ingels,
dean of women said two-thirds or more of
the House Council must be on duty during
visitation periods, releasing them from
other duties where their services could
be belter used. In addition to creating
schedule problems with student workers,
il also presents problems with the
assistant resident directors'schedules, as
(hey are only lo work 50 hours per week.
(Continued On Page Eight)

The petitioners made it clear in their
statement that theywere not making an
attack on the fraternity system, nor were
they proposing an abolishment of Greek
organizations on campus. Rather, they
said, "it is the duty of the University to
provide housing for these fraternities on
or adjacent to the campus, or in areas
where the neighbors are not opposed."
Richmond Mayor Wallace Maffett said
the city commission took no formal
action on the matter but instead, referred
the complaint to university officals for
possible action. Maffett said that if the
matter were to confront the city, it would
be the responsibility of the Planning and
Zoning Commission to consider rezoning the areas in question.
Presently, the areas are classified as
zone three, which permits multiple
dwelling structures. Mayor Maffett said
this would include motels or communes.
In order to prrevent further establishment of fraternity houses in the area, the
zoning commission would have to reclassify the area as zone two which
permits only two-family structures.
Mayor Maffett said that he felt the
problems that existed were minor ones,
and were only questions of mutual
cooperation.
University Student Association
President Steve Slade said the mayor
appeared before the Student Senate on
Oct. 23 to answer questions from
students. Slade said he felt that the
mayor was on the student's side in the
matter. Slade said the Student Senate
took no formal action on the matter but
would give its support to the InterFraternity Council if called on.
Vice-President for Student Affairs. Dr.
Thomas Myers refered to the frat house
situatio as, "no real problem." He said
the University will be working with Richmond City Manager Marshall Saufley in
the location of sites for future fraternity
houses.
The University attorney, Jaek
Palmore, said that a letter was sent by
Eastern president Dr. Robert R. Martin
to each signer of the petion expressing
hope, for mutual cooperation on related
matters in the futrue.
Jonn Lanier, president of the InterFraternity Council, said the entire
matter had been blown out of proportion
and that he felt that the signers of the
petition were simply requestin g more
thoughtful consideration in regard to
future establishment of fraternity houses
in the downtown area.

This photo, taken in airplane during homecoming, shows a view of the entire
university with the new law enforcement Traffic Control Center building in the
foreground. The new building, which will cost around 6.5 million dollars, is scheduled
to be finished in the fall of 1974. Ground was broken for construction in October, 1972.

Included in the building will be facilities for the school of Law Enforcement and for
the Kentucky Law Enforcement Council, a state agency based here. There will also
be a driving area for the Traffic Safety Institute, and a training lake for the aquatic
training of policemen.

Slade, Rowland discuss Senate activities
BY FREEDA FLYNN
SUff Writer
"We must learn hard work. We must
have every student government proposal
backed with logical reasons, research,
and predicted benefits. We must not
merely suggest, we must explain and
then follow through with action. We must

learn that it is a waste of our energy to
complain about a situation unless we
plan to do something about changing the
situation." These words were from the
inaugural address of Steve Slade,
president of the Eastern StudentAssociation.
The 21-year-old senior from Cynthiana
is something of an anomaly as a student
leader. A physics major, Slade has no

Shepherd Photo

Pipeline to understanding
The Head Start class at Eastern takes an Hour or so to investigate the marvels of the
ravine. These kids, many from needy families, are given a helping hand in starting

Bill Oavlt MM

New building takes shape

an education through"
» the Head Start program. Drainage pipes always create,
fascination in a child, and here Mrs Wiley, their teacher, explains the mystery.

strong background in, or taste for
politics, but believes that it's more accurate to view his position as more a
labor union leader. His main leadership
abilities seem to derive from his
detached, analytical attack of important
student concerns and his unique ability to
recruit and organize.
He seriously doubts if he will pursue a
political career after college because, for
one thing, as a scientist he is accustomed
to having to consider all the factors and
implications of a problem he is dealing
with before coming to a final decision and
he feels that in the realm of government
there are so many ramification, complexities and uncertainties involved, that
the job is more suited to a man with a
taste for gambling. Another reason that
a political career doesn't intrest Slade is
the inevitable implications and
generalizations that people make about
politicians, regardless of ithe fact that
some corruption is inherent in any
political system.
Slade feels that being president of the
Student Association has been a very
challenging experience and he has enjoyed it, but he would hate to do it for a
living. At the moment he is planning on a
teaching career and believes that the
experience he has had in dealing with
people, in learning the principles of
organization and even in such a trivial
area as running a duplicating machine
will be helpful in pursuing his chosen
profession.
When asked about his hobbies, Slade
seemed somewhat taken aback; then he
explained that with the responsibilities of
student government taking such a large
portion «X,~- "— " 'flight hours a
day, his stildfes.are about the only hobby
he has time for right now since he is
carrying a full seventeen hour load.
Under less harried circumstances,
however, he enjoys reading, relaxing
with friends, and model rocketry,
playing and listening to jazz.
Having been active in student politics
since his freshman year, Steve Slade has
ennumerable committee posts to his

credit. For example, he was chairman of
the Dorm Services and Conditions
Committee whose research gave fruit to
one recommendation that was acceptedthe present ruling permitting
refrigerators in the rooms. Also a few
changes in the housing contract and
handbook revisions resulted.
He has worked with various lobbying
projects with the Kentucky Student
Association. To the credit of one of
Slade's committees is the proposal for a
Bachelor of General Studies-a degree not
yet accepted, however. He has also
served on the committee for Student
Rights and Responsibilities. Slade was
involved with the Daycare committee
that is now being organized for the
Burner Building.
What is president of the Student
Association hoping to accomplish in the
mainder of the year? Several projects
seem to divide his attentions. One of the
things he is especially concerned about is
getting word of what is going on in the
Senate to the students, to get them involved.
Slade is till very interested in getting
approval by the Board of Regents for his
proposal "giving students the
prerogative to view the contents of their
personal records in the prescence of one
qualified to interpret their contents,
except when medical and psychiatric
information is involved, and information
in the form of recommendations or
evaluations has been solicited from
members of the faculty and administration by the student."
He is also working for the generation of
interest in the student body in obtaining a
full time qualified lawyer for the Student
Association and also in instituting an allstudent Center Board t& choose speakers
and arrange concerts. Slade believes that- ■
one of the-nwjor frustrations of student.
politics is the fact that generally one
graduates and never benefits directly
from the results of the work that one does
in student government.
This year's vice-president is not a man
who is content to lounge complacently on
the election returns. Steve Rowland is
beside the President all the way not
(Continued On Page Eight)
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Election next Tuesday, November 6

Candidates speak out on issues
Editor's note: In order to provide
Eastern students registered in Madison
County an opportunity to get to know who
they are voting for. the Progress asked
the eight city commission candidates and
the two mayoral candidates for their
views concerning certaincampus related
topics. The candidates have also givea
the reader some information about their
background, such as their age, occupation and education. The candidates
are listed here in alphabetical order,
mayoral candidates first, and all
candidates were asked the same
questions
so that the voter
may
compare
their
answers.
MAYOKAI. CANDIDATES
Wallace (i. Maffetl

Occupation:
Present Mayor, Consumer Finance
Industry
Education:
Madison High School graduate, attended
EKU
Age: SI
Previous government positions held:
Six years as Councilman, four years as
Mayor
VirgU McWhorter
Occupation:
Semi-retired
Education:
B.S. degree
Age: 55
Previous government positions held:
Mayor, City Commission
QUESTIONS
<J. Why do you feel that you are qualified
for the position for which you are run-

■JMt

Maffett

I have had ten years experience in
municipal government by serving as a
councilman for six years and four years
as Mayor. I have made it a point to be
cognant of Federal and State findings
and feel I can serve all the people of this
municipality equally and further
progress the economic, cultural and
industrial growth of the citv.
McWhorter

I feel my education, training, and
experience qualify me for the position of
Mayor of Richmond.
My education includes:
1. 1940 Graduate of Eastern Kentucky
University with a B.S. degree
2. Graduate of Naval Reserve Officer's
Training School al Notre Dame
University and Northwestern University
My experience and training in various
fields includes:
I, High school teacher and coach
X Member of the Richmond Board of
Kdiicaiion for HI years and Chairman of
the Hoard for 6 years
:l. Mayor of Richmond - 1967-68-09
4. City Commissioner 1972-73
5. Completed the In-Service Training
Program under Title VIII Housing Act
•>. Served as member of the Resolution
Committee of Ky. Municipal League
7..Member of Richmond Water and Gas
Commission
t» Member of Planning and Zoning
Commission and Municipal Housing
Commission
5 Building Contractor
III. Businessman
II. Member of First Methodist Church
and an Official Board member
Q. What are three of the main issues
faring the voters in this election?
Mjffetl

i. Quality government with responsible
personnel dedicated to all citizens.
j. A progressive, responsive government
or a stagnant stand still government.

Q. Eastern Kentucky University students
have often been criticised by local
cltliens and the University has often
been called a hlnderance to the community. Do you feel that this is true?
What do you think could be done to Improve relations between students and the
local townspeople?
Maffett

I have never felt that EKU has been a
liability to Richmond. I feel that EKU
students, administration, faculty and
employees are the greatest assets Richmond has. I feel there is no great
strained relation between the townspeople and EKU students. We all need
to show and demonstrate the good neighbor policy as the majority of students and
townspeople have done.
McWhorter
I definitely feel that the University is
net a hlnderance to the community; it is
a great asset and vital part of Richmond.
It affords the citizens opportunities for
growth and enrichment, as well as
enhancing the financial status of the city.
I think of the students as citizens and
welcome their interest in and ideas and
attitudes concerning the city. If this gap
between students and townspeople does,
in fact, exist, I feel one means to bridge it
would be to appoint two students elected
by the Student Body to represent the
University on the City Commission as
honorary members. This would provide
an opportunity for students and townspeople to exchange ideas and priorities
and to gain a greater understanding of
each other. This would also provide a
great opportunity for students In political
science or government, etc.to obtain
practical experience to enrich their
academic studies.
Q. Fraternity houses have come under
fire recently for disturbing neighbors.
What is your opinion of the houses being
located off campus? Do you feel these
complaints are valid?
Maffett

I am for fraternities and their off-campus
residences. I feel again that the good
neighbor policy has to be maintained.
The elderly sleep at night and the young
play. I feel this is the main objection
tnight noise). I am sure this can be
worked out by all concerned for the
betterment
of
all
involved.
McWhorter
I am pleased that Eastern has
fraternities and are able to acquire
houses. I personally would like to see
Eastern acquire land adjacent to the
University on which to build fraternity
houses and create a Fraternity Park.
However. I feel the fraternities should be
able to locate off campus, but should
strive to work out guidelines acceptable
to the fraternity and the neighbors so that
both parties can live harmoniously. I
think it an individual matter to be left up
to the fraternity and the neighboring
citizens.
.
Q. In the past few months, many students
have allegedly been arrested and have
not been given the right to make phone
calls, post bail and immediately leave, or
given other rights. What changes do you
feel are necessary in the city police
department and in arrest procedures to
help alleviate these alleged occurences?
Maffett

This is the result of improperly trained
police officers. I am in favor of the police
incentive plan of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky. A well-trained police officer
uses police power in a polite, courteous
and professional manner and an untrained police officer uses his position for
authority only. I am for upgrading the
police department to a highly
professional
department.
McWhorter

3. Wise use of spending and further
obtaining of Federal fundings.
McWhorter

1 Utilization of revenue sharing money
■ iare question 7 for greater detail • 2. Open
housing—To accomplish the goals of
providing better housing and living
conditions for all segments of Richmond
and to qualify for federal funds. I would
support an Open Housing Ordinance for
Richmond. 3. Making the city government more acessible to all citizens and
providing them a more active role in the
decision-making. I would like to see
•politics" taken out of city government
so that the functions and goals of the city
could be tnore^fasily obtained.

K
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I think it is deplorable that students
have not been given the right to make
phone calls, post bail, immediately
leave, or given other rights that they as
citizens are entitled to.
It is the
responsibility of each policeman to carry
ouT his duties asa policeman ina fair and
just manner. If elected mayor. I will
implement a policy that will emphasize
that ihese practices be adhered to. I will
support employment of the mast qualified
policemen, encourage education and
training, and struve to make the Police
Department the best it can be. Dunns
my previous administration as mayor. I
recommended and approved the appointment of the first cotlege graduate as

Police Chief. More than SO per cent of the
Police force were students of the Law
Enforcement School at EKU, and all the
force took advanced . courses offered
by the Law Enforcement School. We
sought the expertise of Bob Stone, Head
of K.U.E.C., and
Mr. B.C.
FBI
Brown,
retired
*8enl
affiliated with the Law Enforcement
School, in setting up the current record
system and conducting seminars. I would
appreciate talking with any student or
other citizen who feels he is not being
treated fairly by the City Police I will
make a personal effort to help in any
way.
COMMISSION CANDIDATES

graduate and graduate student, ant
enjoy working with and for peoc
Nelson
I am qualified to be a member of I
Richmond City Commission by virtue
having been a City Councilman for t
terms, and having served one term
City Commissioner. I have also h.
thirty-two years experience in busines.
I am a property owner in this city, and as
such have more than a passing interest in
its welfare.
Pope
I am a college graduate—degree in
Business Administration and Economics.
I have lived in Richmond most of my life
and I have seen enough of poor city
government. After serving as president
of the Jaycees I became involved enough
in community affairs to realize the only
way to change things was to get involved. My outstanding characteristics
are honesty and integrity.

William H. Berge
Occupation:
History teacher
Education:
Ph.D. M.A. (Vaudellt Univ.), A.B.
(EKU)
Reynolds
Age: 43
I feel thave the education and ability to
Previous government position! held:
make adequate decisions. I've served on
member of Richmond Urban Renewal
the Madison County Board of Health for 3
Agency
years and feel I know about the health
Robert R. Blythe
related areas which include sewage
Occupation:
problems, garbage disposal, etc.
high school teacher
Smith
Education:
BS-math-EKU. graduate studies la si am a Certified Public Accountant and
have taught courses on Municipal
French-EKU
Accounting and have also audited other
Age: 14
municipalities. I feel that with my
Previous government positions held:
background in accounting and business, I
Park and Recreation Board
am well qualified for the office. I have
K.J Nelson
been a resident ' since 1904, and have
kept up on ciivic activities during this
Occupation-, 'anager Jan's Shoes
time.
Education-. High School
Age: SS
Strong
Preview government positions held:
2 terms on City Council, I term as City
William Strong did not return a
Commissioner
questionaire and said he would not
comment on any one issue because he did
Miles Pope
not have all the facts.
Occupation:
Insurance and real estate
Todd
Education:
BA In Business administration and
By having the priviledge and exEconomics
perience of serving on the commission
Age: 33
for the past four years.
Previous government positions held:
none
Q. What are three of the main issues
Glynn E. Reynolds
facing the voters In this election?
Occupation:
Medical Doctor

Education:
BS—Eastern Kentucky University 1M7
MD-UK University of Kentucky
Age: 3i
Previous government positions held:
Madison County Beard of Health-3
rears

Claude Smith
Occupation:
professor-Department of AccountingChairman
Education:
BS, CPA. MBA, MRE
Age: 41
Previous government positions held:
Municipal auditor
William Strong
Occupation:
Night Manager for
Jerry's
Restaurant on
the Eastern bypass
Education:
Attended EKU. EMS-lMl
Age:
Previous government positions held:
James C. Todd
Occupation:
contractor and farmer
Education:
high school
Age: St
Previens government posit tent held:
city commissioner
QUESTIONS
Q. W hy do yen fed that yen are qualified
for the position for which yen are running?
Berge
I have been concerned with public
affairs ilocal, state, and national) most
of my life and have been particularly
interested in watching Richmond politics
for the nineteen years my wife and I have
lived here. I have taught courses in
.American History" and Government at
EKU. Middle Tenn. State C . Arkansas A
4t M. and \ anderbiit University. I served
as Eastern's first ombudsman and was a
member of Richmond's Urban Renewal
.Agency. I like Kentucky and Richmond
in particular. I am a citizen of this
community by chojee and not by chance
or birth.
Blythe
I am a life-long resident of Richmond, an
active citizen of Richmond.an EKU

Berge
1. Responsible and responsive CityManager govenment for all the citizens
of Richmond. Some of Richmond's officials have not recognized the difference
between public office and personal
property.
2. Honest and free elections.
3. Planning for a wise and efficient
government. Richmond must plan and
budget and thenimplement them without
regard to self-interest. This is particularly true in the case of zoning.
Blythe
Use of revenue sharing funds
housing
open
closing
law
Sunday
Nelson
(1). Streets Our streets are in better
condition now than they have ever been.
From my experience as a city official I
know that keeping them that way
requires constannt attention.(2). Storm
sewers. We have made steps forward to
solve this problem. (3). Housing. I think
the necessary steps will be taken in the
future to remedy this situation.
Pope
1. Distribution of the huge amounts of
money being received by Revenue
sharing.
2. Strong support of City Manager form
of government.
3. Plan for future growth and
development of the city instead of trying
to hold us in the past.
Reynolds
Professionalism without favoritism
Fiscal responsibility and reporting this
to the citizens
Offective and efficient management
which would include such things as
improved police department and not
going along for 6 months without a police
chief.
Smith
1. Financial responsibility the part of
the city management. We have very
little money management at present.
2. A better trained and more professional
<p o 1 i c e
fo.ee.
3 Physical management of the city such
as storm sewers, waste disposaol. etc.
Strong

No response
Todd
New fire station on Eastern by pass

other people. Personally, if the fellows
behave I don't see a problem, but they
should remember, the private resident
was there first.

Finding a more appropriate location
for a sanitary land-fill
Installing new sanitary sewers in
newly annexed areas
Q. Eastern Kentucky University students
have often been criticized by local
citizens and the University has often
been called a hlnderance to the community. Do you feel that this is true?
What do you think could be done to improve relations between students and the
local townspeople?
Berge
This is ridiculous and the criticism is
unjust. There is little doubt that Eastern
students have played a rather significant
role in the development of Richmond and
Eastern during the past sixty-five years.
Students have helped in many civic
projects and many of Richmond's most
productive citizens are people who first
came here as students.
The relations of students and local
townspeople have generally improved
over the years. However, I think that it is
unfortunate that some individuals have
accentuated the minor differences for
political and personal gain in recent
years. I think all of us should emphasize
mutual interests rather than an occasional difference.
Blythe
No. If we really want to improve
relations, we'll have to begin at the
very'"heart" of the matter and get rid of
some of our local prejudices. We will
have to stop stereotyping students of
EKU as troublemakers and respect them
as individuals.
We can encourage
suggestions from the campus community
to assist in numerous phases of local
government.
Nelson
Absolutely not.
I think E.K.U. is
definitely an asset to Richmond, and to
the best of my knowledge it has never
been called a hinderance to this community. I am in daily contact with the
students and faculty members, and I find
relationships very good.
Pope
EKU is the greatest asset Richmond
has. I don't know how to answer your
question about citizens complaining
because you did not specify a complaint
or any particular person or group of
people. I like to isolate problems and
handle each one on its merits, rather that
generalize.
Reynolds
No, as a former student of EKU I feel
the University is a very large bonus to
Richmond. I feel that most of the people
in Richmond do feel this way. The
University is one of the things that in- .
fluenced my decision to practice
medicine in Richmond. I feel it's a great
asset to Richmond and not a liability as
one member of the last commission
stated.
Smith
Eastern is a vital, integral part of the
community and probably brings a
minimum of
dollars of business each
year. Learn to respect each other though
friendship.
Strong
No response
Todd
I do not feel that this is true. I feel we
are very fortunate in having a school
such as Eastern Kentucky University
in our city. Have some representatives
from Eastern and representatives from
the city commission meet and discuss
issues and then I am sure we can find the
answers.
Q. Fraternity houses have come under
fire recently for disturbing neighbors.
What is your opinion of the houses being
located off campus? Do you feel these
complaints are valid?
Berge
This is farly complex as far as I am
concerned. First of all, as a citizen of
Richmond and a candidate for City
Commission I feel that any group of
people has a right to live anywhere they
want to as long as they obey the law,
including laws against disturbing the
peace. As a faculty member and the
sponsor of a frat that cannot afford a
House I am concerned because the understanding at the time fraternities came
to EKU was that there would be no offcampus houses. However, I support open
housing and this includes fraternity
people.
Anything else would be
prejudicial. I have talked to some neighbors of the Frat Houses and they
maintain that there has been no undue
disturbance. In addition, it appears to
me that people in Richmond can sell and
rent to anyone they wish.
Blythe
I cannot say whether or not the complaints are
valid if I have not heard
them or if I have not witnessed the
disturbances myself. Nevertheless, I am
in favor of off-campus fraternity houses
so long as they are in keeping with the
quality of the neighborhood in which
they
are
located.
Nelson
'
I think it will bring good relationship
between E.K.U. and Richmond to have
fraternity houses in our community. If
the occupants of a fraternity house cause
a disturbance the neighbors have a. valid
complaint, but not just because they are
•
■■ /t'a fraternity house
Pope
As an old frat man myself I am glad to
see the local frats getting additional
priviledges. However, the fellows are
going to have to be very careful not to
abuse these priviledges at the expense of

»

Reynolds
•
I wasn't aware of this as a problem.
With the problem of obtaining land with
Eastern's rapid growth it is almost a
must that fraternity houses be located off
campus. Complaints should be registered
with the city commission and be
evaluated before a statement as to
whether they were valid could be given.
Smith
I have not heard of these complaints, so I
would not have any way of knowing. I
can see, in some instances, where people
might complain; however, I can see
where they could be of real benefit.
Strong

No response
Todd
I feel that fraternity houses should not
be located in residential -districts that
are composed of older people. This is one
problem that I feel needs discussing at a
meeting between representatives of the
University and the representatives of the
city government.
Q. In the past few months, many students
have allegedly been arrested and have
not been given the right to make phone
calls, post bail and immediately leave, or
been given other rights. What changes
do you feel are necessary in the city
police department add In arrest
procedures to help alleviate these alleged
occurences?
Berge
This situation could be alleviated in
large measure by upgrading Richmond's
Police Department. Richmond has some
qualified policemen, but, unfortunately,
the political pressures upon them have
been severe. I think that Richmond's
City Commission hurt police activities by
rejecting the Police Incentive Plan. This
is particularly regretable when we
realize that Eastern Kentucky University has a fine law enforcement program.
Many of these alleged irregularities
could be cleared up by Civilian Review
Board for the Police Department . This
could provide protection for both citizens
and police.
Blythe
In a few words, training and education.
Nelson
I cannot comment on this in full until I
know that such things have happened.
The arrested person has the right to
come before the City Commission and
issue a complaint. Then the matter can
be corrected.
Pope
I feel proper police protection hinges
on having qualified personnel on the
force. I am in favor of hiring back young ■
men from the law enforcement school or
elsewhere than fat old men with an
eighth grade education. Since we have so ,
many students in the area that naturally
presents special problems and we need a
trained staff to deal with them.
Reynolds
I feel that the upgrading of the police
department is of thehighest priority. The
first step is to get a police chief that is
adequately trained, who can work with
the Eastern community. Policies should
be formed that are fair and treat all
individuals alike.
Smith
I believe through a professionally trained
police force most of these problems will
disappear. However, the student should
also share respect foi la w and order.
Strong

No response
Todd
I feel that the above described action
by the police department has been done
unbeknowingly to the city manager, the
mayor and the commission. I would
appreciate very much, written proof of
the above statement, because these
procedures are certainly not approved
by me. I am willing to inquire into this
matter if I can have written proof, such
as dates, charges and names of people
who were arrested
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Nixon's attack arouses anger of the media n
)

President Nixon's press
conference last week surprised
few and pleased even fewer.
Aside from his remarks concerning the Watergate situation
and his views on the Middle East
crisis, he said several things that
simply enraged the newsmen
present at the meeting.
It all happened so suddenly
that it is difficult to relate
without a transcript of the press

angered because, "one can only
be angry with those he respects."
The murmuring that followed
was only a reflection of the
relationship that Nixon has had
with the news media ever since
his venturing into public life.
The President is not the only
one who feels that the media has
distorted the news against him.
Many people in this country are
fond of saying that the news
media, in a sense, 'created'
Watergate and proceeded . to
exaggerate the story to such
proportions that would force the
President's resignation or impeachment. That is simply not
true. Messrs. Hunt, McCord and
the rest have admitted to doing
what everyone now knows about,
and the stream of admissions
and evidence leads all the way
up into the higher echelons of the
executive branch.
However, it is true that were it
not for the faithful digging of a
few reporters for the Washington
Post, the American public would

conference.
The President's
attack came in a response to a
reporter's question of what it
was in television news that
aroused the President's anger.
The President replied that he did
not mean to give the impression
that he was angered by the
coverage he received on the
networks.
At the reporter's
insistence, President Nixon
explained that he was not

Israelis to perform tonight
The world-acclaimed Inbal
Dance Theatre of Israel will
perform on campus tonight at
7:30 p.m. in Brock Auditorium.
Admission for students and
holders of Center Board activity
cards is free.
The company of thirty dancers
and musicians has excited
audiences the world over with its
thrilling and varied blend of
sights and sounds.

Sara Levi-Tanai, the company's
director
and
choreographer, founded the
Inbal Dance Theatre in 1949.
"Inbal" means "tongue of the
bell," and the name was aptly
chosen in line with the company's art of ancient folklore,
historical tradition and modern
Israel.
The troupe appears on campus
as part of its current American
and international tour.

people who were not political
personalities by any definition,
but who instead were celebreties
who happened to be Democrats.
Thus, they were 'enemies' of the
President.
The President said he had
"never seen such outrageous,
vicious reporting (of the events
of the last few weeks) in 27 years
of public life." It is,in fact, the
other way around.
The
American public has never seen
such outrageous behavior by a
president in all of modern
history. It is time for Richard
Nixon to stop blaming his own
shortcomings and failures on the
news media.
Later in the press conference,
the President said in regard to
the world situation, 'the tougher
it gets, the cooler I get." Judging

have never known about
Watergate. But to use that as a
basis for saying that the press
created Watergate makes about
as much sense as saying that the
news media created World War
II.
John Erlichman and H.R.
Haldemann
have
both
epitomized the pre-Watergate
Nixon administration as "a
team effort."
Evidently
that is the way Nixon views the
press. If they won't play ball his
way, then they won't play ball at
all.
Richard Nixon is an extremely
egocentric man. He has never
been able to tell the difference
between simple disagreement
and hate.
The celebrated
'enemies list' is testimony to that
fact. Among those listed were

from his blatant attack on the
integrity of the news media^ it is
obvious that the President's view
of himself is something less than
realistic.

A

Daniels featured
The Music Department will
present another program in its$
faculty recital series at 7:30 p.m.
November 6 (Tuesday) in
Edwards Auditorium.
Featured soloist for the recital
is Nancy Daniel, Instructor of
Flute. She will be assisted by
Gaye Bennes, piano; Alan
Beeler, oboe; Bruce Bennet.j
harpsichord; Joan Staples and ..i
Lyle Wolfrom, cello. Selections o
will include works by Marcello, 'A*
Haydn, Schubert, Honegger, and '*
Hindemith.
*?;

This Coupon is Worth

Recital set
Linda Siers, lyric-soprano, will
present a bachelor of music
recital at 3:00 p.m., November 4
(Sunday) in Brock Auditorium.
Miss Siers will be accompanied by Ann Kindred,
piano; Marilyn Isaacs and
Howard Williams, violin; Nancy
McKinney, cello; Shirley Moser,
organ, and Ben Mattingly,
guitar.
Miss Siers, who is a native of
Somerset, is a student of JoanLorna Bonneman and former
student of Dr. Richard Lin of
Louisville. Selections will include works by Faure, Puccini,
Schubert,
Rorem,
and
Buxtehude.

SMITH
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Vamana teaches Yoga,earth's 'oldest study of God'
BYRLTHHAYS
Staff Writer

Young, soft-spoken, and
sincere, sitting cross-legged
and speaking as if every word
came from deep
within,
Vamana, the teacher of Yoga
for the newest of the residence
hall programs offered
at
Eastern this semester.
Vamana, a native of Winchester and a former student at
Eastern, became interested in

was originally one of the six
systems of Indian philosophy
but has come into interest lately
for other reasons.
Hatha Yoga, one of the forms
Vamana teaches, is the
physical form and is probably
the best known. It is based on a
fantastic
physiological
theory, teaching the existence
of a dormant divine potency
involving the body and the
supreme center of psychic
power located at the top of the

Yoga in Louisville last year
while he was there doing his
service time as a conscientious
objector. Since then he has
studied under several different
masters and has taught five
classes in Yoga, some as free
university classes and others in
the homes of individuals.
Vamana described Yoga "as
the oldest study of God there is
on earth. It is the basis of all
religion without worshipping
any of the prophets" Yoga

SATURDAY and
SUNDAY ONLY!

«>B&

All You Can Eat!
$144

v

w*
»-J

•ocKY .^0,0.0 SAY, Yes, Chicken, Fish or Clam
Dinners Slaw. Roll and Butter

GO,
EKU

skull. It requires an intense
developement of the will so that
all automatic processes of the
body are brought fully under
control of the mind.
There is some evidence that
some Yogis have achieved
almost superhuman control
over their bodies to the point of
living for days without food or
water and even without
breathing for an appreciable
length of time.
However,
Yogic practices in less extreme forms are believed to
be conducive to health, clarity of
intellect, and to a long life, and
some persons practice the
physical exercise of Yoga
without any special religious
purpose.
In addition to Hatha Yoga,
Vamana also instructs in
.philosphy and meditation. He
said, "Meditation can be
related to an interestate highway. There are many different
roads a person can take from
Philadelphia to New York, but
the interstate is the fastest.
Meditation is the fastest way to
learn one's relationship between himself and God."
Vamana feels that it is

everyone's "birthright" to
learn meditation, and this is the
basic reason he offers his free
services to Eastern students
The program is held each
Sunday night from 7 to 9 p.m. in
the Walters Hall Date Lounge,
and so far consists of a group of
about six persons. But size
doesn't matter to Vamana who
has worked with as few as one
and as large a group as 40.
In talking about the first
program, Vamana said,

Nursing Student Association
The
Nursing
Student
Association will have a meeting
Tuesday, Nov. 6, at 7:00 p.m. in
the Burner Building Km 100.
The topic will be i "Discussion
of Viewpoints on Abortions."
PBL Meeting
Phi Beta Lambda will meet
Nov. 6 at 4:45 p.m. in Combs
309.
PBL jewelry may be
purchased at this time. All

Italian Spaghetti
With Tossed Salad. Choice of Dressing. Roll and Butter

Your Choice of Any $ 1 44
of the Dinners
JL
All You Can Eat Kiddee
Sff"
Portions

"Okay-okay! I'll take you to shipwreck first thing in the morning."

Saturday 11:30 a.m.9 p.m. and Sunday 12:30 p.m.-4:30 p.m.
Grants Bradford House Restaurant

Richmond Plaza Shopping Center

Eastern By-Pass and U.S. 25

SHIPWRECK IMPORTS
U NIV E RSIT Y GEiilEpV

Richmond. Kentucky

now being taught in various
service areas, and in Kentucky
it is taught to the mentally
retarded, at on drug-help
center in Louisville, and at the
state prison at LaGrange.

He added that in the past,
Yogiswould learnthe techniques
of Yoga and then go into caves
to hide and practice it, but now
they have found that they owe it
to society to help mankind
through their services. Yoga is

Though he believes a lot of
people are familiar with Yoga,
Vaman doesn't feel that a lot of
people practice it. He said, "It
takes great discipline to
practice it. It's like exercise,
most people kow it's good for

interested Business majors are
invited to attend.
Kentucky Association Of Junior
Colleges Have Annual Meeting
Eastern will be hosting the
annual meeting of the Kentucky
Association of Junior Colleges
November 2-3, 1973.
EKU Players Present
"The Homecoming"
The next play that the
University Players will be
presenting
Is
"The
Homecoming," by Harold
Pinter. The presentation will
Nov. 13-18 in the Pearl
Buchanan Theatre.
Interfratemity Council and
Panhellenic
Sponsored
UNICEF Drive
Interfratemity Council and
Panhellenic
Council
cosponsored a UNICEF drive on
campus Wednesday, October
31, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Collection stations were set up
in the dormitories, with the
sororities manning the men's
dorms and fraternities the
women's.
UNICEF is the
United Nations International
Children's Emergency Fund,
and is collected annually at
Halloween.
Additional
donations can be made to either
of the two groups during the
remainder of the week.
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drawings of landscapes is
currently on display in the
Cammack Gallery.
The
exhibition by Miss Juanita
Todd, associate professor of art
at Eastern, will remain on
display through Nov. 21.
Visitors are welcome 8 a.m.-5
p.m. weekdays.

SIMS will present
an
Introductory
Lecture on
Transcendental Meditation on
Wednesday Nov. 7 at 7:30 in the
Ferrell Room of the Combs
Building. Everyone is invited to
learn about this technique that
frees*man from stress. For
those already meditating check and advanced lectures
are held every Sunday night at
7:30 in the Student Center.
Check at the information desk
for the appropriate conference
room.

Billy Preston To Appear
In Concert
The University Center Board
will present Billy Preston in
concert at 7:30 p.m. Monday,
Nov. 19, in Alumni Coliseum.
Students and holders of the
Center Board Activity Card
may purchase tickets in advance for $2. Tickets for all
others and at the door will be $4.

Inbal Dancers
The Inbal Dance Theatre will
make an appearance this
evening at 7:30 in the Brock
Auditorium. This presentation,
sponsored by the University
Center Board, is free to fulltime students and holders of the
Center Board Activity Card,
with a nominal fee to all others.

Interested In Modeling?
All students (girls and guys)
who would like to help present a
special Christmas fashion show
should contact Lynn Maley
(3238), Ralph Steele (2225), or
Mary Glass (3073).

ROTC Day Topped Off
By Dance
Martin Hall cafeteria will be
the sight for an informal dance
Saturday, Nov. 10, from 8 p.m.
to midnight. The dance will be
the last of the activities for the
ROTC Day on campus. Music
will be provided by the ROTC
Stage Band. Admission is free,
dress is casual, and all EKU
students are invited.

Crisis Telephone Service
Crisis is there if you need to
talk to someone. Volunteers are
on call from 8 a.m. to l a.m.
Monday-Friday and 6 p.m. to 1
a.m. Sunday. If you've got a
problem or a question, call
CRISIS at 2241.

rAn-^-tiHtki!^

IVCF will meet in the Jaggers
Room at 7 p.m. tonight. Service
is open to all students and
faculty.

BOOKS
WIDE SELECTION

ty.

used books of all types

Let us be your lunch box

THE PAPER BACK EXCHANGE
At The Tax Sign

228 W. IRVINE STREET
RICHMOND

for under a dollar

HOURS-11-6 M-Fri 10-4 Sat

$ f off 13" PIZZA

S. Coke
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Value 2.85 or over
Good thru Nov. 7

Bobbie Brooks
Holiday
Pastels
Sketched are several
items from this
beautiful group
Sweater.

S I off

15" PIZZA

Value 3.85 or over
Good thru Nov. 7
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$16

100% Acrylic bonded plaid
machine washable
tumble-dry. Sizes SIS

EASTERN IY*-PASS

HIjI

RICHMOND
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623-2264

Pants • • • $21

Bring this price
box with you

100% 'acrylic knit
wide ribbed
long sleeved
v-neck Cardigan
. 24" length.
"filet 34-40

11:00 till

Tying the knot can be a
Knotty proposition.
The bnde is overwrought.
The groom is overwhelmed.
And that's an understatement.
What to do?
Get yourself together, man . ..
at STORE NAME'S.
Take a good look at our good-looking new
Adventurer wedding coat by After Six.
If the ceremony's semi-formal ot daytime.
you can wear it with a winged collar shirt,
ascot or four-m-h- 1, and striped trousers.
If it's formal, We*
ith formal shirt, tow
tie, and matching trousers. Either way, you
can t go wrong.
Now isn't that a comforting thought on your

Monday thru Friday

Eastern Loves
>&mti**»~

wedding day?
Rent An Adventure The Easy Way At

s.

What The Colonel Cooks
L

f. s

HI

UNIVERSITY
CENTER

FRIED CHICKEN

Snack Box

1

IVCF Meeting

A display of paintings and

.«./. ,

KENTUCKY

A former music major,
Vamana wants to teach Yoga so
that others will find the peace
he has found, saying that it
helped him find himself and to
realize what he wants.
However. Vamana does not
plan to make a career out of it
as some do. He only wants to
help others, and he plans to
enter chiropractice school in the
near future.

Transcendental Meditation

Landscape Exhibit

BM

■

them, but they don't do it.

The organizations scene...

Of

Bradford House will be serving these dinner specials]

"People found peace and were
calmed. A seed was planted,
and they showed interest in just
coming. If that's what they
were seeking, then they were
helped."

* I

Layaway Plan

BankAmeriCard

Master Charge

Shoppers Charge

gingiss
Lansdowne Shoppes
3369 Tales Creek Road

MMt

Wtrent mor* formolwtor
than anyone in tht world.
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Phone 269 3657
Fri.10-9, .Sat,10-6.
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Portrait of a first lady

Anne Martin-the woman behind the man
wife Anne, moved into their
present Victorian style house
after extensive renovation.
Remodeling at that time included new closets, extra baths,
and a new heating system.
The elegant house , with it's
spacious rooms and steeply
ceilings are complimented by a
blend of provincial styled
furniture and two winding
stairways with bannisters of
cherry wood.

BY JAN HENSLEY
Organizations Editor

Relaxing in a high-back chair
in one of the two simple but
stylish sitting rooms, she
seemed to vibrate warmth and
charisma despite her constant
protests of being dull and
uninteresting.
Mrs. Anne Martin first lady of
Eastern is a quiet type of person
who describes herself as not
very outgoing or aggressive.
"Although I'm not really shy I
don't mind being alone. But no
one likes to be alone all the
time. I guess I'm a private type
of person but I'm not anti-social
either," she said.
Contented and secure with
her goals of being a housewife,
Mrs. Martin's life seems to
evolve around the home and her
husband, President Martin.
However, prior to her marriage
vows, she graduated from
WeUesley College in
Mass.
achusetts, in economics.
Worked before marraige

Later, she went to work for
the State Department of
Education in Frankfort, where
she worked in pupil personnel
for some time. There she met
Robert Martin who was working
in the financial section of the " Since we've bought a house
department.
,
on Summit for after Bob's
Coming to Richmond in 1960, retirement I am very much
to accept the position as interested in planning and the
president of the university, decorating of it.
• I don't
Robert Martin, along with his know but there is something

Photo by Larry Bailey

"Among other things, I enjoy cooking very
much, especially party types of things," said
Mrs. Anne Martin, as she demonstrates here
while putting the finishing touches on a jar of

Home is provided
The house is provided for its
university presidents and
families and is owned by the
university. Thus far, all the
presidents of the university
have lived in it. dating back as
far as the late 1800's.
According to Mrs. Martin, a
few years after they moved in,
the board granted authorization
for new furniture. Other than
new paint and wallpaper, the
house is much the same.
Anne Martin admits that she
lakes a lot of interest in
collecting cookbooks and
reading. "In my old age I'd like
to learn to sew and play the
piano," she said in a joking
manner
Also she reads
mysteries for entertainment.
Two of her favorite authors are
Agatha Christie and McGuinnis.

her own pickle relish. Mrs. Martin also likes
collecting cookbooks and reading Agatha
Christie and McGuinnis mysteries.

about women that make them
want to live in their own
homes."
She is also involved in two
community organizations, the
Women's Club and the PACHA
organization, which functions to
raise money for Pattie A. Clay
Hospital.
In addition to her household
duties, she walks two miles
each day for health reasons,
which was prescribed by her
doctor. "Among other things
I enjoy cooking very much,
especially party types of things.
I don't think there is much fun
in cooking cabbage and
greens," she said.
Anne Martin and her husband
have done a great deal of
traveling in the past.
For
example, in 1971 an excellent
opportunity was provided for
the two of them to tour Europe
when President Martin was
given a grant to aid him in
selecting a project in the field of
education. The project included
studying the "Red brick
colleges" in England, which are
the newer colleges.
They traveled to France and
Italy and settled in England for
two months. "We took jumps on
the wonderful trains they have
over there. We also went to
Copenhagen and to Ireland,"
she said.
Open university
Talking about the difference
in the school systems in
England and the U.S., she

commented,
"There
are
probably more similarities than
differences, with the exception
of possibly more freedom in
living arrangements.
They
have what is called an open
university," she said.
"London
impressed me
because of the many buildings
that were hundreds of years old
and still occupied. We tear
things down here to put up
something new. We're a very
wasteful people," she said
Mrs. Martin is even more
impressed by young people now
than when she first came to
Eastern
"I'm always impressed with great change in
young people from their freshman to senior year in college.
Young people now are more self
confident and poised and there
is a lack of timidity. It seems
like there is a flowering of
results, but that is what
education is all about, isn't it?"
Enrollment is good
The
expansion of the
university she believes, has its
good points and bad. According
to her. President Martin
visualized 12,000 would be a
good number to achieve for the
university enrollment. "After
that we have to consider if we
want to be a large institution.
However, I think you lose things
in a larger school You lose the
pleasure of Knowing nun*
people."
Anne Martin is very happy

about the way the university is
now, and commented that "as
you grow you gain as well as
lose things."
Does the president ever ask
his wife's opinion about matters
concerning the university ? "He
discusses things and I express
my opinion. But basically, I
consider these affairs strictly
none of my business."
"There have been small instances where we have had
different reactions to issues, but
we don't argue. It's extremely
easy to ask why did you do that
and say I wouldn't have done
it," she said.
As far as achieving all the
goals in life or wishing she could
change anything about herself,
Anne Martin feels that she
would like to be a different kind
of person in many ways.
"But when you come to my
age, the outlook is dim, though
you never really give up in ideas
how you would like to be," she
said.

CAMPUS
MOVIE

Hiram Brock Auditorium
Show Starts at 7:30
Fit * Sat.
2 4 3
E

FREE IMPRINTING

Family planning expert has plans for Indians
"The exciting drama of evolution
was inaugurated 3.5 billion
years ago when DNA sparked to
life." But, according to Dr. S.
Chandrasekhar, this spark has
gotten out of hand. Now the
earth is over populated. He is
one of the hundreds of scientist
trying to find an answer to the
problem.
A native of southern India,
Dr. S. Chandrasekhar, a
demographer, social scientist,
and expert in family planning,
spoke Monday night on the
subject of "World population
Problem
With
Special
Reference to China and India."
It took man until 1830 to reach
the one billion population mark.
It look until 1930 to reach the
two billion mark, and in 32
years more it will reach the
three billion mark. In all this,
said Dr. Chandrasekhar, there
are people in vast countries who
do not know where the next 25
cent meal is coming from.
He predicts that by the year
2080 the population will have
doubled to seven or eight billion
people.
Dr Chand rasekhar said there
are three schools of thought as
lo a solution to the problem.
The first is that the world will
end in famine and starvation.
The second is that God will
provide in the end, so do not
worry about it.
The third
thought is the American one:

"Give us the problem and we
will lick it." This is the solution
he goes by.
The population of China
concerns Dr. Chandrasekhar
greatly.
He feels that the
leaders of that country know
the population but are afraid to
reveal it. "They are scared
about it," he said. "It will soon
reach a billion persons." He did
not leave out the possibility of
the Chinese someday wanting to
take over other countries
In India he predicts the
population to reach one billion
by the year 2080. Vasectomy is
the best contraceptive method
in his native country because,
he said, couples already have
children and they want to stop.
Thirteen million men in India
have thus far had voluntary
sterilization. 3.6 million women
utilize the IUD, and 200,000
women take birth control pills.
A condom manufacturer distri
utes 135 million condoms per
month. The pill is not popular in
India or Russia because
scientists are not yet sure of the
long range effects of its use. .
Dr. Chandrasekhar was instrumental in the Indian
struggle to liberalize abortion
laws. Now any woman who
says she used a method of ■
contraception that failed is
granted »n abortion.
The most uncivilized country
on the issue of abortion, says

6
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Dr. Chandrasekhar, was the
United States. Here, he said,
until recent changes, a girl
could be raped, the man sent to

Whan you buy your

jau) an<j g^ had t0 ^ar ^ ^ord aDOrtion and was cut off
i„ 1962 Dr. Chan- the air. Someone called the
chUd
drasekhar was on a U.S. TV station and said he should be
program. He mentioned the deported immediately.
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McCarthy on target
People who have been persecuting Eastern
quarterback Jeff McCarthy over the past few
seasons may as well find somebody else now. Even
though McCarthy's statistics weren't very good in
last Saturday's game against Murray (6 of 16 passes
for 86yards), he threw the ball right on target most
of the time.
In fact, he should have had at least five or six more
receptions but Eastern's usually reliable recievers
dropped passes throughout the day.
When
McCarthy throws the ball as he did against Murray
and the recieving corps catches the ball like they are
capable of, Coach Roy Kidd will have a devastating
passing attack; believe it or not you persecutors!
Coach Bob Mulcahy's basketball forces are having
open practices this year and students are welcome
to attend. If you do go to the practices please be
courteous to the team and the coaches for allowing
you to watch. There are few schools which allow
students to come watch. Please stay above the
railing in Alimni Coliseum, keep conversation low
and to a minimum.
,
Eastern's cross-country team which has faced the
odds all seeson long by playing tough competition
will face its sternest test this week-end. The
harriers journey to Morehead where the OVC
championships will be run. East Tennessee, which
was NCAA runnerup last year, will be the favorite
while Murray and Western both sport national class
runners, which will make it tough for Coach Art
Harveys runners.

Delta Upsilon is sponsoring a one-on-one
basketball tournament and would like as many
participants as possible. Every one will have an
equal chance to win. Play is being divided into
height and weight classes. Only until the quarter
and semi-finals will height be an advantage.
Play is being divided into independent and
ffrater^Uv. 4Th* two. finalists will play J&halftime of
one of Eastern's game, which will be designated
later. For information or an entry blank call John
Scheer or Mike Klein at 623-7527 or 625-4016 or stop
on the 8th floor Todd Hall.

*

Eastern falls, needs win over Tech Saturday

4th quarter rally fails
BY PAT WILSON
Sports Editor
Eastern did everything a
team could do in a football
game, last Saturday.agains! a
Murray Racer club that
featured the running of Don
Clayton who gained 168 yards.
That is. Eastern did everything
a team could do except win, as
they droped their second in a
row, 21-20.
Alfred Thompson gained 101
yards while Marshall Bush
gained 67 as Eastern had an
effective ground game that
drove for a late score in the
fourth quarter.
Elmo Boyd
caught three passes for 60 yards
and John Revere returned the
opening kickoff back to the
Murray 42, and returned four
kickoffs back a total of 117
yards. Even the defense got
into the act when Joe Evans
blocked a punt and he recovered
it in the end zone for an EKU
score.
Earl Cody also kicked two
field goals for Colonel points
and had a 61 yard punt. On one
play when the Colonels needed a
yard for a first down on their
own 36 yard line, Cody dropped
back to punt but the ball was
hiked to Bush, who was set up as
the blocking back. Bush then
proceeded to run for 19 yards
and the first down and the
Colonels ended up with a field
goal.
Clayton was contained most
of the day except for two long
runs which set up MSU TDs.
Shortly after a Cody field goal in
the first quarter, Clayton took
off on a 65 yard run around the
right side of the Murray line and
set up a first and goal on the
EKU 10 yard line. Two plays
later he went seven yards
around the left end to make the
score Murray 7, Eastern 3.
That score stood at halftime.
Then came the fake punt and
afterwards the Cody field goal
to make the score 7-6. However,
Clayton ripped off another long
run, this time for 44 and a first
down on the EKU 21. Moments
later Tom Pandolfi hit Bill
Engel over the middle for a 24
yard pass play and a 14-6
Murray lead.
On the third play of the fourth
quarter, Evans blocked the punt

Tech not tough this year

that made the score 14-12 and
Jeff McCarthy hit Thompson for
a two point conversion to tie the
game.
Pandolfi brought the Racers
back up the field on seven plays
in four and one half minutes to
put his comrades on top 21-14.
But McCarthy brought the
Colonels up the field in less than
two minutes and in five plays
with Bush carrying the ball over
from the six yard line.
At this point the score was 2120 and Eastern elected to again
go for two points. The Colonels
used the same offensive setup
as in the first conversion but
faked the pass to Thompson and
McCarthy threw to tight end Joe
Drennen and it appeared he was
going to
catch the ball.
However
Paul
Coltharp
managed to get his fingertips on
the ball and deflect it away and
the Racers hung on to their
sixth victory against one defeat.
Despite his two long runs of 65
and 44 yards, Clayton,
who

I

Colonels on the move!
Marshall Bush (top photo) gains yardage in the UT-Martin game
earlier this season. Bush gained 67 yards in 11 carries at Murray
last week. Junior Hardin and Harvey Jones (below) crash into an
opponent. Eastern hopes to get back on the winning track against
Tennessee Tech this Saturday, 1:30 at Hanger Field.
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gained only 59 yards in 201
carries other than the long runs.
But, Pandolfi hit on 10 of 18
attempts for 142 yards, and was
named offensive player of the
week by the OVC.

Photo*

of 42.3 yards per game.
BY BILL STAPLETON
Robinson, a freshman, has
Staff Writer
Things can certainly change carried 63 times for 278 yards
in the space of one year. Just while Fulton has 229 yards in 69
ask Tennessee Tech coach Don attempts.
In the interior line on offense
Wade. Last year at this time,
his Golden Eagles were soaring are center Jim Dorsey, guards
towards their eighth Ohio Bobby Graham and Don
Valley Conference Cham- McDaniel, and tackles m Mike
pionship, which they would Defino, Steve Evans, and Rusty
capture with a record of 10-1 Rishing.
overall and 7-0 in conference
Heading the pass receiving!
play. But this year, the Eagles corps are tight ends David Quay
just have not been able to get off and John Zeigler, and split end
the ground.
Robert Dalton.
Quay and
Mired in the seend division of Zeigler have combined for 25
the O.V.C. with an 0-4-0 league receptions for 324 yards, while
record, Tech will not win any Dalton has snared 10 for 160.
championships this season. The
The entire defense, according
best that can be hoped for, in to Wade, is relatively inexfact, is to break even.
perienced, especially the
The Golden Eagles' tur- secondary where no one returns
naround, however, comes as no from last year. "That's where
surprise to Wade. As a matter we push the panic button," said
of fact, before the season began, the coach. The defense will be
he said that his team had three led by All-conference end Elois
chances to repeat as cham- Grooms. Joining him in the line
pions: slim, poor, and none.
should be tackles Tony Plavich, ".
"We just lost too many currently third on the team in
quality players off last year's tackles with 38, and Joe'
team," he said. One of those Jachimowicz, who has 27
players was All-American and tackles. Steve AusUn is the
O.V.C. Defensive Player of the other end.
year Jim Youngblood, who is
The linebackers seem to be
now with the Los Angeles the strongesy part of the
Rams.
, defense, having three among
Tech has only four returning the team's top four in tackles.
starters on offense and four on Dana Winningham leads the.
defense.
So, it will be a team with 48 while Eddie
relatively inexperienced team Nunley is second with 43.
which will invade Hanger Field
The defensive backs are
on Saturday.
The Eagles sport a wishbone inexperienced. Leading them is
attack spearheaded by junior Ronnie Simmey, who has made
quarterback
Mike Ledford. 25 tackles and leads the team in "
Going into last week's game interceptions with three, while
with Tennessee at Chattanooga, freshman Tom Lynn has picked
Ledford had completed 25 of 79 off two.
passes for 296 yards and one
Both Tennessee Tech and..
touchdown. He has also been Eastern will be trying to
intercepted five times.
rebound from narrow defeats o|qg
Playing in the wishbone last week; Eastern lost to
behind Ledford and Perdue are Murray 22-21 while Tech bowed .
halfbacks Darryl Robinson and to Tennessee at Chattanooga 7Dickie Fulton, and fullback 3.
While neither team can.,,,
Mike DeRossett
DeRossett expect to win any cham- „
has been the workhouse of the pionships this year, this game
rushers carrying the ball 97 could do a lot to salvage each'a ,.
times for 314 yards, an average season.

—

"Good tune-up" for OVC meet

■ u

Harriers down UC, OVC Saturday
BY BILL STAPLETON
Staff Writer
Eastern's harriers tuned up
for this weekend's OVC
Championships by downing the
University of Cincinnati 23-36,
capturing eight of the top ten
places. The winner, however,
was UC's Jim Stanley, an NCAA
All-American, who ran the six
miles in 30:38. "Stanley is an
outstanding runner," commented Eastern coach Art
Harvey.

Finishing second for Eastern
was senior Jerry Young, who
was only 11 seconds behind
Stanley in 30:49. "We're very
pleased with Jerry's performance," said Harvey. "We
feel that he's ready for a good
showing in the OVC."
Eastern's Dan Maloney
finished third and was followed
by: Dan Matousch, fifth;
Tommy Smith, sixth; Bill
Sampson, seventh; Tom Findjey,eighth, Bob Moffett, ninth;

and Lee Gordon, tentn.
"This meet was a good tuneup meet for the OVC," Harvey
continued. The Championship
meet will be run at Morehead
this Saturday and will begin at
10:30. "It should be one of the
toughest conference meets in
the country," said Harvey.
"East
Tennessee
State,
Western, and Murray are all
national class teams and all
have world class runners."
According to Harvey, Eastern

WOW! They've got all kinds of dumb
things at
SHIPWRECK
UNIVERSITYCENTER

will be looking to the three :
upperclassmen, seniors Findley
and
Young, and junior
Maloney, to provide sti

JERRY YOUNG
leadership and performances in
the meet. In addition, the freshmen and sophomores must run '*
extremely well for Eastern to
place high.
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Pikes tough again

Sturgill and
Theiler lead
EKU bats

IM volleyball gets under way
BY SAM WHITE
SUff Wrijer

Frequent sights of serves,
sets, and spikes are filling the
air of Alumni's auxilary gym.
These actions are all part of
intramural volleyball play,
which was launched last week.

BY KEN PALEN
. SUff Writer

It may seem like a long winter
for Coach Jack Hissom and his
baseball players who finished
second to Morehead in this fall's
OVC-Eastern division race.
The Colonels
dropped
a
double-header to the defending
OVC champion Eagles on the
final day of the season to give
Morehead the league title, yet
Coach Hissom will be smiling
about several things during the
off-season.
Freshman Steve Sturgill's
play alone would make any
coach anxious to get back onto
the field. Sturgill led the team
in hitting with a .389 average
which included six doubles, a
triple and two home runs. He
also was successful four out of
four times in stolen base attempts and scored eight times
during the fall
campaign.
Sturgill tied teammate Dave
Theiler for most hits for the
season with 21, and was second
to Theiler in RBI's with 20.

Several teams appear to be
strong at this early stage of
competition.
Last year's
university volleyball champs,
Pi Kappa Alpha, are strong
contenders for a second consecutive title.

College. The teamm's record
currently stands at 3-0-3.
The Karate Club meets from
8:30 to 10:30 Tuesdays and
Thursdays on Begley handball
court 12.
Men's pillow fight entries

BUCCANEER
NOW SHOWING
Nobody did it lik«

freshman (left to right) Greg Schepman and
Mike Oyers watch while varsity member Bob
Watkins looks on from background.

Two Eastern seniors, Tom
Findley and Jerry Young, ran
their last home cross country
meet for Eastern last Saturday
against Kentucky. "We're real
proud of both these boys," said
Head coach Art Harvey.
"They've done a good job both
in performance and in
leadership."
Findley, from Columbus,
Ohio, was All-OVC and AllDistrict last year, and, according to Harvey, has been a
very positive force in EKU
cross country for four years. He

finished eighth in the OVC
Championships last year and
was the co-recipient of the
Outstanding Cross Country
Runner award.
Although
having been hampered part of
this year by a respiratory
ailment, he has continued to

had to compete as individuals.
Susie Boone was runnerup to
Kentucky's Teri Tafel in the 26girl singles tourney. Kama
Wittington and Kathy Eicher
made it to the quarter finals
before being defeated. Boone
and Wittington joined to take
the 13-team doubles competition. Other schools involved
in the matches were UK,
There were no team points in Louisville. Western and
(his. the first year for the Murray.

In track last Spring, he improved in the mile run from a
4:17 to 4:08. He also captured
the 110 per cent award. "We
.looking for Jerry to have a
strong performance in the OVC
and also for him to being a
national
middle
class
runner in track," said Harvey.

Offer good Thursday thru Wednesday
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WAGON WHEEL STABLES
Open 9 a.m. Till Dark
7 Days a Week

Boone, Wittington win
at State tennis
meet
tournament, therefore, the girls

The Eastern football players
weren't the only ones to travel
to Murray last weekend. In
fact, the girls' tennis team was
more successful than the
gridiron performers. Coach
Martha Mullins' squad was at
Murray lo participate in the
Kentucky Women's Intercoftegiate Conference State
Championships.

perform well. "We're looking
forward to Tom having a fine
OVC meet this year," said
harvey.
Young, from Science Hill,
Kentucky, transferred to
Eastern
from
Somerset
Community College last year.

DAIRY QUEEN

4 MlUt S*wth on U.S. 25. fgqm
' ** * »*>-' ™
NOW SHOWING 7:30 p.m. Ends Sunday

The soccer sports club will
participate in the Kentucky
Intercollegiate state tournament November 8-11 at Berea

Young, Findley finish sparkling careers

with any Sandwich Order

RICHMOND DRIVE-IN
THEATRE
Kood
ow
y

This club hopes to enter
competition with other state
universities.
Interested
students, both men and women,
are encouraged to attend this
initial session.

COLONEL, HOWARD Brown shows his jump
shot form as freshman Steve Banks applies
defense in a recent basketball scrimmage

Free French Fries

EASTERN BY PASS

Once again, an intramural
sports club begins its ascent.
An organized meeting for a
racquetball (paddleball) sports
club will be held at 7:00
p.m.Monday, November 5, in
Begley 156. Mark Norenburg
(phone 4833) is in charge of this
group's organization.

91

close Friday, November 9. A formation relating to any intime and location for this event tramural activity, call the IM
has yet to be decided. For In- office at 5434.

...he was the
gangster's
gangster.

Sigma Chi, I hough- also
presents a stiff challenge for the
fraternity crown. The Phi
Delts cannot be disregarded
either. So far, Grog, OKNY and
Tribe pose to be the crown of the
independent crop of teams.
Overall, more than 50 teams are
participating in this activity.

Other ,300 hitters with more
than 15 at bats included Dave
Ball, .350, John Mullins, .323,
Dave Theiler, .318, Mike
LaFever, .304, and Larry
Myford, .300.
As expected, Theiler led the
team in home runs with 5.
Dennis Brant and Sturgill
followed with two roundtrippers each. Theiler also led
the team in RBI's with 21 to his
credit for the fall.
In the pitching department,
Ernie Pennington lopped other
staff members with more than
six innings at work with a
sparkling 1.61 ERA which included four saves during the
season.
Pete Dimas was the winningest pitcher on the staff with
a 3*1 record. Howie Roesch,
Denny Barber and Craig
Retzlaff each picked up two
victories this fall.
Retzlaff worked a total of 33
and one third innings, the most
on the staff. Roesch worked 31
and two thirds innings to finish
second.
The Colonels will begin their
spring seasn next March. Their
final record this fall was 11-11-3.

,

TRAILRIDES
We Board Horses

269-2513
Richmond Road on right
1 mile past Jacobsen Park

Go all out for Burger Queen

SELF SERVICE
.AUNDRY & DRY CLEANING
SAVE 50 percent or MORE
ON YOUR DRY CLEANING
10 lb. for $2.50

Use our new steam cabinet
FREE

HIGHLANDER LAUNDRY]
Geri

623-9887

Lane

TRY OUR

DOUBLE EGG & HAM SANDWICH
.DOUBLE EGG & BACON SANDWICH
DOUBLE EGG SANDWICH

Ends Tonite

T0WNE CINEMA

NEW BREAKFAST
HOURS 6 AM - 10AM

Romeo and Juliet'

WITH THIS COUPON AND
THE PURCHASEvOF ANY OF THESE SANOWICHS

Starts Friday!
Weeknites 7:20-9:45
Continious
Sat & Sun.
2:30-5:00-7:20-9:45

LAST
TANGO IN
PARIS

FREE 15* COFFEE
GOOD FRI. SAT. SUN.

EXPIRES MIDNIGHT NOV. 4

BURGER <H^>QUEEN
Now open
7 a.m.-Midnight Sun-Thurs.
7 a.m.-1:00 a.m. Fri.-Sat.

BIG HILL AVE. OJt U.S. 25
I
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monday, november 19, 1973 • in concert,
billy preston730 pm • alumni coliseum * eku full time
students and holders of center b^^tivitv
card-2.00 • all others and tickets at door -4.0D
tickets on sale at-door and cashier window
coates administration building
a nresentation of the" eku centerboard
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First of open visitation hearings held
(Continued From Page On*)

Dean Ingels further slated to the Board
that $1,200 worth of work time is spent by
the University during each day in which
Open House is observed. However, she
said there have been no discipline
problems encountered. "I would say this
is a plus for the students here at
Eastern, "Burdge said.
Burdge added. "Since there's no
misbehavior under the present system,
we must assume that things are running
very smooth, but there are some
problems involving check-out time and
the mechanics of finding people towork."
Following Berge's statement. Dr.
Thomas D. Myers, vice president for
student affairs and chairman of the subcommittee introduced the members who
are as follows:
Dr. James H. Allen, dean of men;
Karen Lane, president of Women's
Interdorm; Art Lefevers, president of
Men's Interdorm; Steve Slade, president
of the Student Association and Mrs.

Jeanette Crockett, director of Women's
Housing.
According to Dr. Myers, the SubCommittee has drawn up a questionnaire
concerning the issue which will be sent
to the 16 Benchmark Universities in the
U.S. to which Eastern is comparable. In
addition, Mrs. Crockett will be working
with the Housing Directors of other institutions about the size of Eastern,
located in towns the size of Richmond.
Based upon the results of the questionnaire, student opinions and the results of
the open hearings, the Sub-Committee
will make a recommendation. "We will
be open-minded, basing our opinion on
the findings," said Myers.
He said under the pilot program under
way at UK, the students are paying $18
per semester for the privilege of living in
dormitories with open visitation. In a
previous statement Dean Ingels said that
the University has gone about as far as it
can go in maintaining the cost of
supervision during the open houses. If

open housing is put into effect here, the
expense will have to beborne by the
students. "The question is," said Dr.
Myers, "will the students be willing to
pay an extra fee?"
Cathy Dicob, a sophomore from Pittsburgh said, "I think everyone should
pay the extra fee because this is the
deadest campus on weekends. That way
you wouldn't have to sit in the browsing
lounge all Sunday afternoon just because
you can't have your boyfriend or friends
up."
David Cecil, a junior said, "I think it's
more feasible to do it by dorm."
Berge concluded, "Maybe a pilot
program similar to that of UK should be
enacted here at Eastern to make
determinations and as a basis for study."
The next Open Hearing will be held
Wednesday from 3.15 p.m. to 4:15 p.m.
Any student wishing to be placed on the
agenda to speak should contact Mrs.
Patsy Whittaker at 2642.

Slade, Rowland work as team
' (Continued Front Page One)
behind him.
The team works independently but have common goals.
Often, a president takes all the initiative
and stifles the vice-president but Steve
Slade and Steve Rowland prefer the
policy of divide and conquer.
Rowland is a senior, political science
major from Louisville who considers
politics not only the field of his chosen
career but his one main avocation in life
was1 well. Presently, he serves on the
Board of Directors of the National
Student Association. He believes that
"You can have input into the system
through activities in student politics."
Rowland is confident that campus administrators will listen when they are
convinced that a majority of students are
truly interested in obtaining some
proposal.
The needs at each college are unique
and, at Eastern quite a different situation
exists than at Berkeley, for example.
However, it is time for concern when only
793 people turned out for the past election-expecially when two very major
referendum questions were on the ballot.
From his observations of the University

of Oregon
and
University of
Massachusetts, he found that a qualified
attorney could be obtained for eleven
thousand dollars a year or one dollar per
person per year.
At the recent referendum, the vote was
two to one in favor of obtaining a lawyer
but this is not enough to convince the
Board of Regents, Rowland feels.
Several thousand votes might do it but
never a few hundred. He understands
that the student who plans on going to ,
college four years without getting in
trouble might fail to see why he should
pay an extra dollar for legal council but
perhaps they would more readily agree
to the need for such if they were aware
that our school is famous nationally for
its lassitude -the National Observer
called a political activist at Eastern.
An area of intense interest for Rowland
is in student rights. He feels that since
both the possession of alcohol and the
possission of less than an ounce of
marijuana
are
considered
misdemeanors by Kentucky law, that one
should not be punishable by social
probation and the other expulsion or

"voluntary'' withdrawal from the
University.
Rowland said he was
shocked to learn that most students do
not even know their rights.
Rowland highly recommends that
students vote in this county rather than in
their home counties because someday it
may have very interesting effects on
police activities if the Chief of Police, for
example, has to account to students for
his job.
In speaking of past accomplishments,
Rowland mentions the calling a year ago
of a day of mourning for the prisoners of
war by Governor Ford. Eastern was
scheduled to have ROTC military day
simultaneously. Steve Rowland and the
other students in the committee
presented President Martin with two
thousand signitures asking that he cancel
the military displays are inappropriate.
Hedld somewhat limit them. This is one
example to illustrate or perhaps explain
the optimism of Steve Rowland in
beliving that administrators are not
impervious to change and that students,
parents and administrators can work
together if they have better communication.
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Youngest students

Members of Mrs. Wylie's Head Start class have a nature lesson
in the ravine on one of the last few warm days. The young
students seem to be thoroughly taking in everj aspect of the
autumnal changes, while tramping through the crunching of
leaves underfoot. The ravine is a favorite place of young

i- .u. n •
*, „„„ ™.T U"lver8,ty communi y. With all the trees, it is a
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About 629 registered

University readies itself for election
With the November 6 election less than
a week away, signs and other reminders
are being posted to insure a good turnout
of the 17,147 eligible Madison County
voters.
The candidates are as follows:
For Mayor, incumbent Wallace G.
Maffett and Virgil McWhorter, incumbent Commissioner and former
Mayor. For Commissioner William H.
Berge, incumbent; R.J. Nelson; Dr.
Glynn Reynolds, M.D. ; Claude K.
Smith; William H. Strong; James C.
Todd, incumbent; Robert R. Blythe and
Miles H. Pope.

In contention for the position of Police
Judge are William K. Ritter and Paul
Fagan.
Steve Robbins is running
unopposed for the office of City
Prosecutor.
According to Charles Wagers, County
Clerk, there are 629 students registered
in Precinct 6-a, the campus precinct. Mr.
Wagers says he expects a good turnout
from the students because, "They
wouldn't have bothered to register here if
they didn't intend to exercise their right
to vote."
The voting machine for the campus

precinct will be set up in the basement of
Bumam Hall, and will open at 6 a.m. and
close officially at 6 p.m. However, if
there are people still in line at that time,
voting will be allowed until 7 p.m.
Herb Vescio, director of financial
assistance, and advisor of the Young"
Democrats said, "The student vote is
usually pretty good. I hope they come otu
and vote. This is their town too. Those
elected will have an effect on them. I
hope they're not apathetic."
Representatives of the Young
Republicans were not available for
comment.

A KEY TO YEARS
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OF MEMORIES
Your Class Ring-

Order your Josten's class ring
on Nov. 5&6 to insure delivery
before Christmas.
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